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ABSTRACT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND GENETIC MECHANISM(S) OF COLD ACCLIMATION
IN RHODODENDRON.
Chon-Chong Lim
An in vitro laboratory protocol for assessing cold hardiness (CH) in rhododendrons based
on electrolyte-leakage was developed. The raw leakage data were transformed into percent-
adjusted injury, which showed high correlation with injury data based on visual observations.
The percent-adjusted injury data —fitted to the Gompertz function coupled with the Jackknife
method— allowed for reliable and statistically sound estimations of Rhododendron leaf freezing-
tolerance (LFT). Utilizing this method, Tmax values for Rhododendron cultivars, species, and
populations were determined and ranked relatively. Our observation of a continuous distribution
of LFT in F2 and backcross (BC) populations derived from a R. catawbiense x R. fortunei cross
suggested that as few as three genes with strong additive effects were controlling variation in
CH. Differences in mid-winter freezing tolerance (FT) were primarily due to differences in
acclimating ability among the progenies and were independent of non-acclimated FT. A 25-kDa
dehydrin correlated with LFT differences among cold-acclimated F2 segregants. Moreover, its
expression increased as LFT increased with both chronological age and developmental phase-
change of wild and cultivated plants. The presence or absence of the 25-kDa dehydrin may serve
as a genetic marker for ‘super’ CH in Rhododendron. Rhododendron seedlings (in F1, F2 and BC
populations segregating for Tmax) increased their yearly average LFT by about 5-6 °C during the
period of juvenile growth. This change in CH is likely the reflection of an increased ability to
cold acclimate, however, the degree of CH increment in individual progenies varied yearly.
Bulked segregant analysis (a PCR-RAPD-based technique) was used to identify molecular
markers in Rhododendron progenies segregating for CH. No markers were found to be
associated with super cold-hardy genes, however a putative marker linked with low CH bulk was
detected. The data from a nutritional study showed no correlation between nutrient status and
seasonal CH of Rhododendron.
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1CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Cold temperatures are a major environmental constraint in plant distribution and
productivity. Severe cold temperatures can cause dramatic crop damages and huge economic
losses. Freezing weather in December 1998 caused an estimated $634 million in damages to
California crops, according to the California Department of Food and Agriculture. Among
agricultural commodities that suffered the greatest losses were oranges, lemons, avocados,
grapefruits and nursery stocks (totaling over $602 million). The combined losses for vegetable
crops were estimated at more than $7.6 million. However, these damages incurred by California
seem modest when compared to the Florida freeze damages in 1983 and 1985 where the citrus
industry alone suffered losses amounting to $2.0 and $1.2 billion (unadjusted for inflation),
respectively, according to the National Climatic Data Center (Billion Dollar U.S. Weather
Disasters 1980-1998). The citrus industry had previous episodes of freezing damage in 1962
($500 million), 1981 and 1982 (Yelenosky 1985 and references within). The frequent enormous
damages incurred by the state of Florida caused its world leadership role in citrus production to
slip to Brazil (Riemenschneider 1983). There are sizeable (10–50%) losses of ornamental and
fruit crops in West Virginia due to the indirect effects of low temperature stresses. Freezing
injury can have serious consequences for the growth and productivity of sensitive species, but
plants native to regions with freezing temperatures have developed mechanisms to survive such
stress.
The ability of the plant to minimize cold injury is mainly attributed to the plant's ability
to cold acclimate.  How plants cold acclimate is not well understood either physiologically or
genetically. There has been worldwide and considerable research devoted to cold acclimation
(CA) processes in plants. However, development of cultivars with marked improvements in cold
hardiness (CH) has remained elusive due to the complex biology associated with cold tolerance
in plants. CH is a complex multigenic trait. Different varieties of crop plants vary in their
tolerance to cold. It is the interaction between genetic and environmental factors that determines
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the plant’s ability to withstand a given cold temperature stress. Hence, it is not surprising that
classical plant breeding has had limited success in improving CH of crop plants.
The major emphasis of this study is to develop a better understanding of CA in plants. A
better understanding of how plants respond to freezing conditions would eventually lead to better
strategies to reduce crop damages. There has been significant research conducted on herbaceous
plants because they are the most vulnerable to temperature fluctuations. However, herbaceous
freezing tolerance (FT) in mid-winter conditions is minimal at best when compared to woody
perennials. The acclimating ability of woody perennials is generally greater than that in
herbaceous plants. However, the dormancy and deciduous nature of some woody perennials
make them a less appropriate choice of study due to the extended period of dormancy. Also, the
superimposition of cold acclimation and dormancy development in woody perennials makes it
difficult to study physiological/ molecular events associated with these two phenological
processes. Unlike woody deciduous perennials, broad-leaved evergreens can withstand severe
cold temperatures and yet retain their leaves. Therefore, research into evergreen woody
perennials and understanding the basis of its CA processes are of great interest scientifically and
importance economically.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The amount of research literatures on plant FT is numerous, with over a thousand of
citations. Therefore this review does not attempt to integrate all aspects of plant’s response to
low temperature stress. Most plant FT reviews are focused on specific areas of low-temperature
plant physiology/ molecular biology (Steponkus 1984; Guy 1990; Chen 1994; Hughes and Dunn
1996; Thomashow 1999). Refer to Levitt (1980) and Weiser (1970) for a review of the early
literature. Similarly, this review will focus on several key areas of research interest within plant
CA.
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Nature of freezing in woody plants
Tremendous variability exists within and between plant species in their tolerance to cold
stress. Woody plants generally can tolerate colder temperatures than herbaceous plants can,
whereas tropical plants practically have no ability to endure the slightest freeze. Freeze-thaw
injury to plants is a fairly complex process. During freeze-thaw cycle, several potentially
injurious stresses occur at the cellular level including sub-freezing temperature, mechanical
stress due to presence of ice in the tissue, freeze-induced dehydration and resultant high internal
solute concentration (Wisniewski and Arora 1993). Generally, it is believed that the formation of
extracellular ice and freeze-induced dehydration are the main cause of freezing injury where the
plasma membrane is disrupted (Gordon-Kamm and Steponkus 1984; Iswari and Palta 1989). The
strategy used for ice nucleation by a plant species determines whether the plant tolerates or
avoids the cytoplasmic desiccation associated with freezing (see below). In contrast to
extracellular freezing, intracellular ice formation is always lethal (non-reversible injury) to the
cell simply because of the physical shearing of intracellular membranes and other structures. In
acclimated tissue, cell dehydration is fully reversible to a characteristic threshold where cell
injury is only apparent as solutes leak across the plasma membrane and the cell experiences loss
of turgor (Palta and Weiss 1993). The development of FT as plants acclimate is associated with
changes in the physical properties and composition of the plasma membrane. Plants rarely
experience fast intracellular freezing in nature as plants cool slowly, usually only a few degrees
per hour in the most extreme situations, and thaw at an equally slow rate (Levitt 1980; Steffen et
al. 1989). Cooling and thawing rates are also important in the design and conduct of in vitro
freeze tests to measure FT in the laboratory (Levitt 1980; Steffen et al. 1989).
Supercooling versus equilibrium freezing. There are two primary
mechanisms that plants utilize to survive freeze stress: "supercooling" and "equilibrium
freezing." Most plants seldom freeze at the freezing points of tissue water, but supercool a few
degrees below this point due to the lack of ice nucleating sites. However, certain tissues, such as
xylem ray parenchyma and bud tissues, of many woody species exhibited what is called “deep
supercooling” and  have exploited  this  as a  primary  strategy to avoid  cytoplasmic  desiccation
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during freezing. However, the protection cannot exceed -38°C, the homogenous nucleation
temperature of water. The ability of woody tissues to supercool varies among species, and in
those that have evolved this strategy, this species-specific threshold temperature limits their
geographic distribution to regions where this minimal temperature is not exceeded (Burke et al.
1976).
A second method, used primarily by native or cold hardy plants in the temperate regions,
is equilibrium freezing. When atmospheric temperatures drop below 0°C, ice formation in plant
tissues occurs first at locations having the least negative osmotic potential. Ice normally forms
first in the large vessels of the xylem in leaves and stems, in sub-stomatal cavities, and
intercellular spaces (Levitt 1980). Once ice forms it will spread throughout the vessel and into
the intercellular spaces of other tissues. However, the ice crystal can not penetrate an intact
plasma membrane to inoculate the cytoplasm. This creates a gradient in the chemical potential of
water (water potential) between the extracellular and intracellular compartments that draws water
out of the cytoplasm. Severe freeze-induced dehydration can have numerous effects that result in
cellular damage such as denaturation of proteins and precipitation of various molecules
(Thomashow 1998)
Assessment of injury
Estimation of the freezing injury of plant tissues in the laboratory is generally based on
the use of controlled freeze-thaw treatments and evaluation of the injury using visual estimates.
Many laboratory protocols have been developed for estimating the viability of stressed tissues,
including visible rating, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) reduction and electrolyte or
phenolic leakage (Harber and Fuchigami 1986; Wisniewski and Arora 1993).    Most of the time,
two protocols are needed in concert to produce reliable estimates (Palta et al. 1978).
Electrolyte-leakage method and quantitative measure of cold
hardiness. Measurement of electrolyte leakage following a freeze-thaw stress imposed on
excised tissues, i.e. leaf discs (Harber and Fuchigami 1986), has been widely used to estimate
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freezing injury.  However, some discrepancies have been found in laboratory procedures when
compared to field data (Pellett et al. 1986).  Therefore, all freeze-thaw experiments in the
laboratory must consider the freeze-thaw rate, duration of freezing and ice nucleation near sub-
zero (-1°C) temperature.  A quick freeze-thaw rate or long duration of freezing could result in
more drastic conditions than plant tissues normally experience in nature  (Steffen et al. 1989;
Anisko and Lindstrom 1996).   Ice nucleation close to 0°C is initiated to prevent plant tissues
from supercooling  (Steffen et al. 1989).  Electrolyte leakage is usually expressed as the percent
ratio of ion leakage from freeze-injured to the total ions in the tissue.  The temperature giving an
index of 50% ion leakage (and sometime injury) is termed as LT50 value (Burr et al. 1990). Most
reports use LT50 as a measure of relative FT (Palta et al. 1978; Sakai et al. 1986; Arora et al.
1992; Sutinen et al. 1992). When working with woody plants, however, even the lowest
treatment temperature employed in the experimental protocol often fails to reach the LT50 level
(Zatylny et al. 1996).  Alternatively, others have used the point of maximum rate of freezing
injury/ the point of inflection (Tmax) as a measure of FT (von-Fircks and Verwijst 1993; Anisko
and Lindstrom 1995).
Response curve fitting and statistical analysis. In many cases
researchers rely on empirical mathematical models to predict plant response as a function of time
and environmental stress.  When using any computerized simulation for estimating any plant
response, the accuracy of predictions will depend on the appropriateness of the mathematical
function (Hopper et al. 1996).  Plant response to temperature stress is characterized by an
asymmetric sigmoid function (von-Fircks and Verwijst 1993).  However, simple straight line or
interpolation techniques (Holt and Pellett 1981; Sutinen et al 1992) have been used to determine
the LT50.  Some reports have used functions such as Probit analysis (Andrews and Morrison
1992), which is inappropriate because of its symmetric sigmoid function.  Most reports use lethal
temperatures that cause 50% injury to the cells or tissues (LT50) as a measure of relative CH. In
most cases, LT50 values are based on single point estimates (Sakai et al. 1986; Hummer et al.
1995) and no statistical analysis can be performed because variances or standard errors cannot be
provided (Anisko and Lindstorm 1996). Labor intensiveness, limited plant material and/or high
experimental costs are most likely the cause for the lack of complete replication of in vitro
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freeze-thaw experiments. Therefore, there is a need to develop reliable laboratory protocols
under controlled conditions that produce relative injury estimates and enable comparison among
cultivars with reproducible results (Wagner 1994).
Cold acclimation
In order to cope with cold stress, plants have evolved adaptive mechanisms that are
temperature regulated and involve acclimation processes that can be reversed. During early fall,
hardy plants will not survive subfreezing temperatures any better than tender plants.  However,
hardy plants grown under cool fall temperatures will cold acclimate. The term “cold acclimation”
is most often used to illustrate the outcome of the myriad biochemical and physiological
processes associated with the increase in cold tolerance (Guy 1990; Raulston and Tripp 1995).
CA in perennial plants is induced by environmental signals including low temperature and/or
short photoperiod (Fuchigami et al. 1971; Gray 1997). Sub-lethal freezing temperatures later in
the acclimation process may induce a second phase in the acclimation process leading to
maximal expression of FT. The rate of cold tolerance induction during CA is dependent on
temperature and species (Alberdi and Corcuera 1991). CA is the result of modifications of
structure and function that a plant tissue undergoes to minimize the damage during low
temperature (Alberdi and Corcuera 1991). The perennial plants are most freezing tolerant in mid-
winter and can survive very low atmospheric temperatures. In field environments, there is
considerable yearly variation in cold tolerance (Fowler and Gusta 1979; Fowler et al. 1983). A
return to temperatures above freezing and increasing daylength in the spring promotes plant
growth, breaks dormancy and eventually results in a complete dehardening of hardy plants.
Rhododendron as experimental source. A unique feature of many
temperate-zone rhododendrons is their ability to withstand severe low temperatures as broad-
leaved evergreens.  Within the genus, this ability varies widely.  Sakai et al. (1986) found that
many species in the Ponticum subsection (R. brachycarpum and R. maximum) are leaf-hardy to
-60°C and bud-hardy to -30°C; whereas cold-tender species, such as R. barbatum and R.
griersonianum,  show  both  leaf  and  bud  damage  at  temperatures  approaching  -18°C.  Most
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environmental stresses such as cold, heat, water and light stress have varying degrees of impact
on the growth of Rhododendron.  However, freezing stress is recognized as the major factor
limiting the distribution of Rhododendron (Iwaya-Inoue and Kaku 1983; Nilsen 1992).  Relative
injury of Rhododendron cultivars may vary from year to year depending on the severity of the
winter season and the level of bud and leaf CH (Holt and Pellett 1981).  Some information can
be obtained on midwinter CH capabilities of various Rhododendron species and cultivars (Holt
and Pellett 1981; Sakai et al. 1986; Wagner 1994), but it has been mostly based on sampling
from a single source or period at a particular location (Pellett et al. 1986).  Breeders of
Rhododendron are particularly interested in the plants’ CH; however, breeding selection is
limited by the lack of severe or test winters. Breeding efficiency has been improved in programs
in which mass selection and multiple site testing are used to increase CH (Uosukainen and
Tigerstedt 1988). Since the CA process appears to be evolutionarily conserved, a Rhododendron
population can serve as a model for elucidating the mechanism of plant CA.  These studies can
provide new insights into the genetics and physiological mechanisms of cold tolerance and will
aid the efforts to breed new cold-resistant Rhododendron cultivars.
Genetics of freezing-tolerance. A wide variation in the genetic potential to
acclimate occurs in plants. Wild species of potatoes develop only modest tolerance, to about -
6°C; winter cereals and most field crops are more hardy and develop tolerance to temperatures in
the range of -20°C; in the extreme, some woody perennials seem to have no low-temperature
limits for survival. Crosses between compatible parents of differing CH often produce progeny
displaying a continuous range between the parental extremes (Guy 1990). A continuous pattern,
as opposed to discrete groupings of hardiness types, suggests that genetic control at this level of
FT is multigenic (Guy 1990; Hayes et al. 1993; Stone et al. 1993; Teutonico et al. 1995; Arora et
al. 1998). However, reciprocal crosses between F1 and parents usually exhibited inconsistent
patterns of maternal CH inheritance (Dorsey and Bushnell 1925; Harris 1965; Wilner 1965;
Quamme 1978; Sutka 1981; Hummel et al. 1982). Studies of overwintering cereal crops and
potatoes suggest that CH is a complex, quantitatively inherited trait with additive and dominance
components (Sutka 1981; Stone et al. 1993). Genetic studies in woody plants suggest that the
gene  action  for  FT  is also inherited in  an additive  manner (Watkins and Spangelo 1970; Fejer
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1976; Tibbits et al. 1991). Although CH genes are multivariate, a study with potato indicates that
relatively few genes are responsible for this trait (Stone et al. 1993).  Similarly, a study with pea
indicates that as few as three additive genes are responsible for the CH trait (Liesenfeld et al.
1986).  Screening large populations derived from two different cold hardy parents would provide
some insights on how the gene action of CH is transmitted.
Woody plants have several physiological traits that confound CH research. Woody
perennials of temperate zone undergo dormancy (onset and release) and CH (cold acclimation
and deacclimation) transitions simultaneously during their annual life cycle (Rowland and Arora
1997). This makes it difficult to associate physiological/molecular changes with one or the other
phenological event (Arora et al. 1992; Arora et al. 1997; Rowland and Arora 1997). One
approach to understand the freeze tolerance mechanisms in woody plants is through studying the
inheritance and genetics of cold tolerance of broad-leaved evergreens.  Since Rhododendron can
survive and withstand severe cold winter as a broadleaf evergreen, complications with dormancy
can be avoided.  Genes expressed in leaves during CA are crucial for conferring CH and
alterations in metabolic activity due to seasonal changes seem to be genetically controlled
(Weiser 1970). Previous studies have been biased by comparing cold hardy and sensitive plants
of different genetic backgrounds, whereas a study comparing individual plants from a
segregating population of hardy x less-hardy species offers an ideal system to investigate the
genetic control of CH.
Bulked segregant analysis and RAPD markers. Reports have shown bulked
segregant analysis can be utilized to better understand segregation of genes within a population
(Barua et al. 1993; Kochert 1994).  This technique can be applied to CH studies by pooling DNA
samples from a group of hardy plants and a group of less hardy plants of a segregating
population from a single cross.  Hence, the two resultant bulked DNA samples differ only in the
region that determines CH, assuming there are no complex linkages.  These two bulks can then
be screened for differences using randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) primers.  The
RAPD technique relies on the differential enzymic amplification of small DNA fragments by
PCR primed from arbitrary oligonucleotide primers.  RAPD assays provide an efficient way of
identifying  new  loci  and  require  only  small  amounts  of  DNA and  no  radioactivity. Bulked
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segregant analysis allows for the rapid screening of many loci and identification of segregating
markers (Michelmore et al. 1991).  A marker for CH or a freezing sensitive trait would be of
great benefit to Rhododendron breeders in screening young plants for the desired trait.
Biochemical changes. During acclimation to freezing temperatures, the plant
undergoes several metabolic changes (Levitt 1980). A common hypothesis has been that
increased FT is associated with the accumulation of specific metabolites (cryoprotectants) that
protect the cell during a freeze-thaw cycle, but it has proven very difficult to determine which of
these metabolic changes are critical to the acquisition of FT. For example, it has been difficult to
discern which of these changes are simply adaptations to growth at low temperatures as opposed
to being responsible for increased FT. Most studies have attempted to correlate acclimation (or
developmental changes in tolerance) with metabolic changes. Sarhan et al. (1997) showed that
CA in winter wheat is associated with an increase in the amount of mRNA, polysomes, and
tRNA required for protein synthesis. Although the accumulation of soluble proteins during CA
has been shown to occur in many plants species, it was regarded as a general response and not
universal (Guy 1990).  Some of the proteins that are induced during CA include wcs120 protein
(Sarhan et al. 1997), cryoprotectins (Sieg et al. 1996), anti-freeze proteins (Griffith et al. 1997)
and late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins (Close et al. 1993).  Most of these proteins
have the unique property of remaining soluble after boiling and are hydrophilic in nature.  One
class in particular, LEA group II proteins, is also induced during water-stress, ABA-treatment or
osmotic stress. These proteins have been termed “dehydrins”. When subjected to freezing, plant
cells lose water to extracellular ice and undergo desiccation stress.  Hence, it is conceivable that
CA mechanisms should involve a component of dehydration-tolerance and may involve
expression of dehydrins.
Dehydrin. Dehydrins (also known as group II LEA family of proteins) are proteins that
are induced in response to plant stresses possessing a dehydration component, such as salt, water,
or freezing stress (Close 1996). Dehydrins are glycine-rich, hydrophilic and remain water soluble
even when heated close to the boiling point (Close et al. 1989). Dehydrins are the products of a
gene  family  varying  in  molecular  weight  and  pI (isoelectric points).  Sequences  of  dehydrin
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cDNAs differ but share one or more copies of a consensus sequence — a 15 residue,
amphipathic α-helix-forming domain (K-segment) — that is highly conserved in higher and
lower plants (Close et al. 1993; Close 1997). Dehydrins occur in seeds and vegetative parts of
plants, including barley, wheat, maize, rice, potato, soybean, cotton, almonds, grapes, ferns,
mosses, algae, and also in bacteria (Close et al. 1993).  During the CA process, dehydrins and
dehydrin-like proteins and/or their transcripts accumulate in a wide array of plant tissues (Lång
et al. 1989; Neven et al. 1993; Welin et al. 1994; Wisniewski et al. 1996) and have been
cellularly localized in the cytosol and nucleus (Neven et al. 1993; Egerton-Warburton et al. 1997;
Danyluk et al. 1998; Wisniewski et al. 1999).
A functional role for dehydrins in FT is suggested, in part, by their hydrophilic nature
(thereby protecting macromolecular structures from desiccation) and in vitro cryoprotectant
properties (Lin and Thomashow 1992; Close 1996; Ingram and Bartels 1996; Wisniewski et al.
1999). Since plant cells undergo dehydration during freezing stress due to the presence of ice in
extracellular spaces (Levitt 1980), the cellular responses invoking desiccation-tolerance should
conceivably be involved in FT mechanisms. A number of studies have established a positive
correlation between dehydrin accumulation and CH phenotype among selected genotypes
(Danyluk et al. 1994; Muthalif and Rowland 1994; Robertson et al. 1994; Cai et al. 1995; Arora
et al. 1997; Artlip et al. 1997). Recently, a direct relationship between dehydrin-like proteins and
FT was demonstrated by the ability of constitutively regulated cor proteins (some of which are
dehydrins) in Arabidopsis to confer FT without prior acclimation (Jaglo-Ottosen et al. 1998). It
has also been postulated that dehydrins may act as ion-sequesters (Palva and Heino 1998) or as
molecular chaperones (Campbell and Close 1997; Close 1997) under stressful conditions,
thereby stabilizing proteins and membranes via hydrophobic interactions.
Accumulation of dehydrin protein and transcripts during CA has been amply documented
in a number of herbaceous species (Guy et al. 1994; Close 1997; Thomashow et al. 1998 and
references within), where the FT of cold-acclimated tissues typically does not exceed -15°C.
Investigations of dehydrin expression and its association with CA in woody perennials, which
exhibit significantly higher CA ability and FT than herbaceous plants, are comparatively scarce.
Several studies with herbaceous plants have reported that dehydrins accumulate in response to
any environmental stress that has a dehydration component, including drought, low temperature
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and salinity  (Close et al. 1993).  Thus far, studies of woody perennials have used deciduous
species to document CA and dehydrin profiles in overwintering tissues such as xylem, bark, and
floral buds (Arora and Wisniewski 1994; Muthalif and Rowland 1994; Salzman et al. 1996;
Artlip et al. 1997; Welling et al. 1997). In deciduous peach trees, freeze-hardiness of bark tissues
was positively correlated with the accumulation of a 60 kDa dehydrin protein (Arora and
Wisniewski 1994).  The results of these studies are in general agreement with findings from
herbaceous plants, indicating that dehydrins accumulate during the acclimation period. Unlike
herbaceous plant model systems such as Arabidopsis (Jaglo-Ottosen et al. 1998), no cause and
effect relationship has yet been established for woody perennials. Isolation of genes encoding
these proteins could be used to manipulate traits such as CH by over-expressing or under-
expressing the appropriate genes.
Other factors correlating cold acclimating ability. During CA, the
levels of growth regulators change; ABA commonly increases (Chen and Gusta 1983; Li, 1991)
while gibberellin decreases. The growth promoting effect of gibberellin is negatively associated
with FT (Carter and Brenner 1985), whereas the quiescence or dormancy caused by ABA is
positively associated with tolerance (Heino et al. 1990; Chandler and Robertson 1994; Robertson
et al. 1994; Robertson et al. 1995; Wilen et al. 1995; Wilen et al. 1996). However, in another
experimental system, the cell suspensions of peach, the addition of ABA failed to induce CA
when cultured for 5 days at 24°C (Arora and Wisniewski 1995). Besides growth regulators, the
water content of plant tissue was found to be inversely related to FT (Levitt 1980). CA promotes
both water-loss from the tissue and accumulation of starch (Sasaki et al. 1996) and proteins that
are not osmotically active. The loss of water has obvious adaptive advantages because there
would be less water to freeze, less ice to accommodate, and less physical expansion in the
intercellular spaces – thus reducing cell rupture. Osmotic concentration also increases with CA.
The major changes in osmotic potential are due to changes in sugars, and there is a good
correlation between sugar content and FT (Hamman et al. 1996; Sasaki et al.1996; Savitch et
al.1997). Sugars may depress the freezing point of the tissue, act as a nutrient and energy reserve,
alter phase properties of membranes in the dry state and act as a cryoprotectant to preserve
protein structure  and function  during low  temperature stress  (Olien  and Clark 1995;  Crowe et
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al.1998). Lipids also accumulate in many species during acclimation and fatty acids tend to be
more unsaturated (Uemura et al. 1995). In many cases, the increase in lipids is associated with a
proliferation of cellular membranes (Uemura and Steponkus 1994). An inverse relationship
between rate of respiration (growth) and FT is also observed. However, this may be dependent
on the stage of acclimation and seems to be a complex relationship. Low temperature
acclimation of seedlings and plants requires photosynthesis, and therefore light and CO2,
presumably to support the accumulation of sugars, proteins and other solutes.
Juvenility. Although it is generally believed that juvenility influences woody plants’ CH,
the notion is largely anecdotal. For example, Pellett (1998) observed that seedlings of
Phellodendron sachalinense were easily killed by frosty weather in the Fall while mature plants
suffered no visible damage. Juvenility and the associated phase-change to maturity have strong
influences on morphogenesis, tissue differentiation, and plant development (Hackett 1985;
Zimmerman et al. 1985). Although phase change has been associated with a number of
morphological, physiological, and biochemical alterations in plants (Zimmerman et al. 1985;
Hackett et al. 1990; Hand et al. 1996), little is known about its effect on stress tolerance. A
systematic investigation of the relationship between juvenility, aging and CH has yet to be
undertaken.
Nutrient status. Healthy plants contain predictable concentrations of essential elements.
These elements are required for normal growth and development. Plants require major elements
in greater quantities than secondary elements. Micronutrients are required in smallest amounts
and can become toxic if in excess. Since plants require nutrients in order to grow, develop and
complete their life cycle, any nutrient shortages can adversely affect the overall function of the
plant and may influence adaptive traits such as stress tolerance. It may be speculated that
increased nutrition increases the total soluble salts in the plant cells, which then lowers the
freezing point a few degrees and helps protect the plant during a freezing event.
Some nutrients have been known to be associated with plant CH, particularly calcium.
Calcium has been shown to protect plant membranes in the event of cold stress. Calcium is
known to stabilize cell membranes by bridging phosphate and carboxylate groups of
phophoslipids and proteins  (Marschner 1995).  The injury  caused to tissues  by freeze-thaw was
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alleviated by calcium (Arora and Palta 1988). Calcium chloride (CaCl2) and calcium nitrate
[Ca(NO3)2] fertilizer increased CH of 'Anjou' pear trees, and reduced the incidence of fruit
disorders (Raese 1996). Also, Durner and Gianfagna (1988) have shown that fall calcium
cyanamide application increases peach flower bud resistance to low-temperature stress. Calcium
and protein phosphorylation, or perhaps a coupling of the two, play an important role during the
acquisition of FT. Cold shock elicits an immediate rise in cytosolic free calcium concentration in
both chilling-resistant Arabidopsis and chilling-sensitive tobacco that has suggested that calcium
influx plays a major role in the cold shock response and that an intracellular calcium source also
might be involved (Knight et al. 1996). It may play a similar role in CA. Chemical treatments to
block calcium channels, antagonize calmodulin action, or inhibit protein kinases markedly
inhibited the cellular capacity to develop cold-induced FT in cell-suspension cultures of the
alfalfa (Monroy et al. 1993). The addition of a calcium ionophore to cells caused the influx of
calcium and induced the expression of two cas (cold acclimation-specific) genes at 25°C
(Monroy and Dhindsa 1995). A sequence of signaling events occurs early during CA and leads to
the expression of specific cold regulated genes and the development of FT. No studies, however,
have been found that correlate level of nutrients or calcium with CH in Rhododendron.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
There is much to learn about the CA process in evergreen woody perennials. This study
was undertaken to gain fundamental understanding of the physiological and genetic aspects of
CH of Rhododendron. We chose Rhododendron as our plant material because of its unique
ability to withstand severe cold temperatures, which varies drastically within the genus.
Following are the primary objectives for undertaking this study. First, to develop an in vitro
method of measuring Rhododendron CH based on LFT. Second, using a reliable and
reproducible in vitro CH determination methodology, to study FT distribution of Rhododendron
progenies segregating for CH in order to gain understanding of CH gene action in
Rhododendron. Third, to study the association of “dehydrin” expression with CA in wide array
of Rhododendron populations differing/segregating for CA ability. Fourth, identify “molecular
markers” or “DNA tags” that are linked to CH genes in Rhododendron. Lastly, to investigate the
association between leaf tissue nutrient status and CH in Rhododendron. In addition, two other
studies were undertaken as part of this dissertation. Objectives of these studies were as follows.
One, to examine the effect of plant age (physiological or chronological) on CA ability in
Rhododendron. Two, to characterize a protein (RhDA27) associated with deacclimation in
Rhododendron.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINING CHAPTERS
The rest of this dissertation is divided into three segments.  First, chapters two to four are
full-length published articles. Second, chapters five to seven are concise articles that have yet to
be published plus a summary and conclusions chapter. Lastly, in the appendix, there is another
brief chapter that was not including in the original proposal of study and part of the serendipity
results stemming from other lab research. A list of other related published articles is also
included in the appendix.
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CHAPTER TWO
DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN VITRO PROTOCOL TO ESTIMATE
     LEAF FREEZING-TOLERANCES IN RHODODENDRON
published as:
Comparing Gompertz and Richards Functions to Estimate
Freezing Injury in Rhododendron using Electrolyte Leakage.
J Amer Soc Hort Sci (1998) 123:246-252
Chon C. Lim1, Rajeev Arora1 and Edwin C. Townsend2
1Division of Plant and Soil Sciences
2WVAFES, Office of Statistics
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506
ABSTRACT
Seasonal patterns in freezing tolerance (FT) of five Rhododendron cultivars that vary in
FT were estimated.  Electrolyte leakage was used, and raw leakage data were transformed to
percent leakage, percent-injury, and percent-adjusted injury.  These data were compared with
visual estimates of injury. Percent-adjusted injury was highly correlated (0.753) to visual
estimates.  Two asymmetric sigmoid functions—Richards and Gompertz—were fitted to the
seasonal percent-adjusted injury data for all cultivars.  Two quantitative measures of leaf
freezing-tolerance—LT50 and Tmax (temperature at maximum rate of injury)—were estimated
from the fitted sigmoidal curves.  When compared to the General Linear Model, the Gompertz
function had a better fit (lower mean error sum of squares) than Richards.  Correlation analysis
of all freezing tolerance estimates made by Gompertz and Richards with visual LT50 revealed
similar closeness (0.77-0.79).  However, the Gompertz function and Tmax were selected as the
criteria for comparison of relative freezing tolerance among cultivars due to the better data fitting
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of Gompertz function (than Richards) and more descriptive physiological representation of Tmax
(than LT50).  Based on the Tmax (°C) values at maximum cold acclimation of respective cultivars,
we ranked R. ‘Autumn Gold’ and R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ in the relatively tender group, R.
‘Vulcan’s Flame’ in intermediate group and R. ‘Chionoides’ and R. ‘Roseum Elegans’ in the
hardy group.  These relative rankings are consistent with midwinter bud hardiness values
reported by nurseries.
INTRODUCTION
Measurement of electrolyte leakage following a freeze-thaw stress has been widely used
to estimate freezing injury and tolerance of various plant tissues.  Some discrepancies however,
have been found in laboratory estimates of freezing tolerance when compared to field data (Pellet
et al. 1986). Electrolyte leakage is usually calculated as the ratio of ion-leakage from
freeze-injured to the total ions in the tissue and expressed as a percent leakage (Flint et al. 1967).
Researchers often rely on empirical mathematical models to predict plant response to
environmental stress over time.  When using a computerized simulation for estimating any plant
response, the accuracy of predictions will depend on the appropriateness of the mathematical
function (Hopper et al. 1996).  Plant response to temperature stress is characterized by an
asymmetric sigmoid function (von-Fircks and Verwijst 1993).  Simple straight line or
interpolation techniques (Holt and Pellet 1981) however, have also been used.  Each plant tissue
has its own unique sigmoidal response curve that may or may not differ during the initial and
final rate of injury.  Therefore, one limitation with using the logistic function (Zhu and Liu 1987;
Andrews and Morrison 1992; Oldum and Blake 1996) is that it considers the rate of initial and
final injury to be identical (symmetric sigmoid function). A more appropriate choice for a
function to be used in data fitting of plant response to temperature stress would be an asymmetric
sigmoid one that would take into account differing rates of injury.
Conventionally, the temperature giving an index of 50% ion-leakage (or injury) is termed
LT50 (Burr et al. 1990).  Most reports use LT50 as a measure of relative freezing tolerance (Palta
et al. 1978; Sakai et al. 1986; Arora et al. 1992; Sutinen et al. 1992). When working with woody
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plants however, even the lowest treatment temperature employed in the experimental protocol,
often fails to reach the LT50 level (Zatylny et al. 1996).  Alternatively, others have used the rate
of freezing injury and the point of inflection (Tmax) as a measure of maximum rate of injury due
to freeze-thaw stress (von-Fircks and Verwijst 1993; Anisko and Lindstrom 1995).  Frequently,
the quantitative values for freezing tolerance are based on single point estimates (Sakai et al.
1986; Hummer et al. 1995) and no variances or standard errors are provided due to complex
experiment protocols and limitations on the availability of ample plant sample.  Therefore, there
is a need to reevaluate methods of data analysis for the estimation of the relative freezing
tolerance using the electrolyte leakage method that would provide more consistent and reliable
results.
The amount of winter injury to Rhododendron cultivars may vary from year to year
depending on the severity of the winter season and the level of bud and leaf cold hardiness (Holt
and Pellet 1981).  Information is available on midwinter cold hardiness of various Rhododendron
species and cultivars (Holt and Pellet 1981; Sakai et al. 1986; Wagner 1994), however, it is
mostly based on sampling from a single source or period at a particular location (Pellet et al.
1986).  Apart from visual estimations of freezing tolerance, limited data are available on seasonal
changes in freezing tolerance of Rhododendron (Holt and Pellet 1981; Sakai et al. 1986; Anisko
and Lindstrom 1996a).  Rhododendron breeders are particularly interested in cold hardiness but
the irregular occurrence and unpredictability of severe or test winters has limited the breeding
selection.  Hence, there is a need to develop laboratory protocols under controlled conditions that
produce reliable relative injury estimates and enable comparison among cultivars (Wagner
1994).  Therefore, a study was undertaken to evaluate two asymmetric sigmoid functions,
Richards (von-Fircks and Verwijst 1993) and Gompertz (Messori 1997), in order to estimate the
seasonal patterns for two quantitative measures (LT50 and Tmax) of the leaf freezing-tolerance of
Rhododendron cultivars (that vary in freezing tolerance) using electrolyte leakage method.
Additionally, data on LT50 and Tmax (obtained by fitted curve) were compared with visual
estimates of LT50.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material. Rhododendron cultivars (‘Autumn Gold’, ‘Chionoides’, ‘Grumpy
Yellow’, ‘Roseum Elegans’ and ‘Vulcan’s Flame’) were obtained as 2 year-old rooted cuttings
and potted in 7-inch pots with artificial mix (70% pine bark, 15% sand and 15% sphagnum peat).
The plants were fertilized with Azalea Special 21-7-7 (W.R. Grace, Fogelsville, PA, USA) at 1.5
g⋅L-1 plus Fe chelate (Sequestrene 330 Fe, 10% Fe, Ciba-Geigy, Greensboro, NC, USA) at 0.25
g⋅L-1 to maintain pH at 4.5-5.5 and electrical conductivity (EC) at 0.5-0.9 dS⋅m-2 of the potting
medium.  The plants were irrigated as needed and maintained under natural photoperiod and
temperature conditions.  These cultivars are adapted to hardiness zones 4-7 and are expected to
have a varying degree of nonacclimated freezing tolerance and cold acclimation ability [Van
Veen Nursery, Portland, OR, and Appalachian Nurseries, Waynesboro, PA, (from where cuttings
were obtained) provided a ranking of bud midwinter hardiness].  Current-year leaves from five
Rhododendron cultivars were collected monthly from September 1995 until June 1996.  Fifteen –
twenty two leaves were randomly collected from 10-15 plants of each cultivar, kept on ice and
brought to the laboratory for freezing tolerance estimation.
Relative freezing tolerance estimation and data transformation.
Leaves were cut into 1cm2 discs and placed into test tubes (25 x 200 mm) containing 50 - 75 µL
water.  Leaf margins and midribs were excluded from the discs.  Six replicates (one disc per
tube) per temperature per cultivar were placed in a glycol-freezing bath (model 2325 CH/P;
Forma Scientific, Marietta OH) and frozen to various treatment temperatures as described by
Arora et al. (1996).  Tubes were removed at various treatment temperatures, first placed in ice (2
h minimum) and then transferred to 4°C (overnight) to allow slow thawing. A set of 3 discs per
cultivar was removed from the freezing bath (after reaching at least -10°C) and placed in -80°C
freezer for 4-5 h and was thawed similar to other samples.  Following thaw, discs from three
replicates were placed on a wet filter paper in a petri dish at 100% relative humidity and 20°C.
After 5-6 days, visual injury (browning and water soaking) was estimated in these discs and
given a ranking of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% injured.  Discs from the other 3 replicates were
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placed in 20 mL of distilled deionized water immediately after thaw, vacuum infiltrated for 3-5
minutes and shaken at 250 rpm on gyratory shaker (model G10; New Brunswick Scientific,
Edison, NJ) for 3 h for ion-leakage measurements as described by Arora et al. (1996).  A
preliminary time-course study revealed no significant change in the percent ion-leakage from
leaf discs when shaken for three or up to six hours (data not shown).  Percent-injury (as
described by Arora et al. 1992) was then calculated using the percent ion-leakage data.
The percent-injury data transformations take into account the ion-leakage from unfrozen
control samples but do not adjust for ion-leakage from “100% freeze-injured” leaf discs.
Therefore, percent-injury data were transformed to percent-adjusted injury using the following
method.  Ion-leakage and percent-injury measurements were also made on discs frozen to -80°C
(representing “100% freeze-injured” samples by extreme freezing).  The “percent-adjusted
injury” was then calculated by the equation:
Percent-adjusted injury =
Percent-injury (t)
Percent-injury (-80°C)
where, percent-injury (t) is the measurement of injury at respective freeze-treatment temperature.
An example of data calculations and transformations is provided in Table 1.  A full statistical
correlation analysis between different data transformations cannot be conducted because the
plants’ response to freeze-thaw stress is not linear.  Therefore, a partial correlation analysis
(holding treatment temperatures and months constant) was conducted to find the closest
correlation between the different data transformations and the visual estimates.
Comparison of Richards to Gompertz.  The Gompertz and Richards
functions were fitted to the percent-adjusted injury data by the Marquardt method using the
NLIN procedure of SAS (SAS Institute 1996). The obstacle in using Richards or Gompertz
function for fitting data lies with estimating the initial starting parameters.  These parameters are
crucial for the function to converge, and for a good fit to the data. A SAS program was written
for  finding  the  best  starting  parameters  of  the  Gompertz  function,  an  example  of  which is
x 100
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provided in Figure 1.
An assumption, that leaf tissues are completely killed (100% injured) at -80°C was made
which eliminated the need to estimate parameter A.  Parameter A represents the maximum injury
level, where it is always 100% when percent-adjusted injury data were used.  The modified
Richards and Gompertz equations (without parameter A) are listed in Table 2.  Using the
monthly data for all cultivars, both Gompertz and Richards functions were compared to the GLM
(General Linear Model) for lack of fit using an F-test.
Comparisons of freezing tolerance quantitative expressions.  The
LT50 and Tmax  (the point of inflection of a fitted curve of freezing tolerance) were estimated
based on the computer simulated sigmoid curves of Richards and Gompertz functions fitted to
adjusted injury data. The LT50 in adjusted injury data will always be at the 50% injury level and
Tmax is located at the highest point of the first derivative of the equation  (equate the 2nd
derivative to zero).  The LT50 and Tmax equations are listed in Table 2. A partial correlation
analysis (holding month constant) was conducted to evaluate the closeness of all freezing
tolerance quantitative expressions in comparison with the visual LT50.
Leaf freezing-tolerance.  A single estimate of LT50 and Tmax was assessed for
each month.  These estimates cannot be distinguished from each other without some information
provided by its variance. Repeating the entire experiment to obtain the LT50 and Tmax variances is
impractical and inefficient.  Therefore, the Jackknife method (Efron 1982) was used to estimate
the standard error of LT50 and Tmax.  The Jackknife method involved taking out one data point at
a time and estimating the LT50 and Tmax.  The removed data point was replaced by another data
point and LT50 and Tmax were reestimated.  This process was repeated until all data points were
removed and reincorporated.  By the end of this process, there were at least 30 estimates of LT50
and Tmax per cultivar per month; thus, giving a mean and standard error.  Multiple t-tests at 5%
level were used to compare all the estimates. An example of a SAS program using Jackknife
method and Gompertz function to find LT50 and Tmax means and standard errors is provided in
Figure 2.
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RESULTS
Data transformation analysis.  Partial correlation analysis (for a linear model
comparing each treatment temperature for all cultivars and every month in the entire sampling
season) revealed the highest correlation (0.753) between the percent-adjusted injury data and the
visual estimate data (Table 3).  The percent leakage (0.693) and percent-injury data (0.699) were
not much different from each other when compared with the visual estimate data.  Therefore, the
asymmetric functions were fitted using percent-adjusted injury data.
Comparison of Richards to Gompertz.  When compared with the General
Linear Model (GLM), the adjusted injury data fit better using the Gompertz function (Fig. 3)
than the Richards; 82.2% vs. 75.5%, respectively (Table 4).  Of the forty-five functions (5
cultivars x 9 months) fitted to percent-adjusted injury data, thirty-four of Gompertz functions
fitted as adequately as General Linear Model (GLM).  In addition, utilization of Richards
function produced a higher overall mean error sum of squares (117.21) than Gompertz function.
Although, both functions produced similar but not identical estimates of LT50 and Tmax (data not
shown), Gompertz function was less complicated (one less parameter to be estimated) and easier
to produce freezing tolerance estimates than Richards.
Comparisons of quantitative expressions for freezing tolerance.
Partial correlation analysis of all freezing tolerance quantitative estimates made by Gompertz and
Richards in comparison with visual LT50 (per month) revealed similar closeness (Table 5).  The
LT50 estimations made by Richards function and Tmax estimations made by Gompertz function
were the two best correlated to visual LT50 estimate (0.793).  Although statistical analysis could
not distinguish a significant difference between freezing tolerance estimators, the Gompertz
function’s estimations of Tmax were selected as the criteria for comparison of freezing tolerance
among cultivars.  We believe that Tmax may be more descriptive than LT50 in representing plant
stress-response (injury) from a physiological standpoint because it is an estimated point where
the rate of injury is maximum.
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Leaf freezing-tolerance.  The seasonal fluctuations of Tmax for all cultivars
revealed maximum acclimation by December 1995 followed by slow deacclimation (Fig. 4).
The cultivars were divided into two groups based on freezing tolerance of non-acclimated leaf
tissues and into three groups at the maximum cold acclimation (Table 6).  In September (when
the leaves are non-acclimated), R. ‘Autumn Gold’, R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ and R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’
were assessed as the tender group and R. ‘Chionoides’ and R. ‘Roseum Elegans’ as the hardy
group.  At fully cold acclimated state by December, R. ‘Autumn Gold’, R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’, R.
‘Chionoides’ and R. ‘Roseum Elegans’ were still grouped in their respective groups but R.
‘Vulcan’s Flame’ was significantly different from the other cultivars and was placed in the
intermediate group by itself.  When the leaves were deacclimated in June, R. ‘Autumn Gold’, R.
‘Chionoides’ and R. ‘Roseum Elegans’ remained in their grouping as of when non-acclimated;
however, R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ and R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ were in a transitional group overlapping
the other groups.  Data indicated that R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ and R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ had yet to
fully deacclimate (to the levels in September 1995) to the non-acclimated state by June.
DISCUSSION
Data transformation analysis.  Estimation of stress response using ion-leakage
is favored because of its nondestructiveness (i.e., requires only a portion of and not the entire
plant) and rapidity.  Stuart (1939) first described the transformation of percent ion-leakage data
to percent-injury and further refined by Flint et al. (1967).  Percent-injury calculations have since
been widely used in many electrolyte leakage studies to assess plant injury.  Although the
method of Flint et al. takes into account and adjusts for ion-leakage from unfrozen (control)
tissues, it assumes that tissues exhibit 100% ion-leakage (similar to heat-killed) when maximally
freeze-injured.  Whereas this may be a safe assumption for herbaceous plants, all too often, cold
acclimated tissues of woody plants exhibit a relatively low percent ion-leakage even when frozen
to temperatures that cause lethal injury (assessed visually).  This is indicated in a study by
Sutinen et al. (1992) where the ion-leakage from cold acclimated (December 7) Pinus rensinosa
needles was  only  20%  when  slowly frozen to  -196°C (LN2).  In comparison,  visual browning
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caused by identical freeze-thaw stress was assessed at 64.2%.  Therefore, we believe that using
percent-injury data in Flint’s equation may result in biased estimation of LT50 for freeze-injured
tissues of woody plants.
In the present study, not all ions were “leaked” during freeze-thaw treatments as
evidenced by percent ion-leakage and percent-injury data of leaf tissues exposed to -80°C that
caused 100% visual browning (Table 1).  Thus, we implemented the percent-adjusted injury data
transformations. The percent-adjusted injury data also allow for the ease of sigmoidal fitting with
a fixed initial point of zero and final point of 100.  Thus, the LT50 will always be at 50%-adjusted
injury.  Furthermore, the percent-adjusted injury showed a higher correlation to the injury data
based on visual observations (Table 3).  This makes percent-adjusted injury data transformation
more appropriate and not just arbitrary.
Comparison of Richards to Gompertz.  Many reports that use ion-leakage
to assess relative injury to plant tissues do not include the analysis of data fitting to an
asymmetric sigmoidal curve partly because it involves complex and numerous calculations.
Some have chosen to fit the data in a straight line while others have interpolated the mean of
three or more replications.  Hence, the typical quantitative measure of freezing tolerance is
somewhat biased with a single estimate obtained from one sampling period, and provides no
ranges of the estimate.  In conducting freeze-thaw experiments, the supply of tissue samples and
the coldest temperature to which tissue can be cooled (limited by the freezing bath) are often a
limitation. Therefore, in some reported experiments, the coldest treatment temperatures have
failed to reach LT50 and prompted researchers to use LT40 estimates (Zatylny et al. 1996).  Fitting
the data with an asymmetrical curve would eliminate this problem as the curve would begin with
zero and ends with 100% injury.  There have been a few reports that used Richards function
(von-Fircks and Verwijst 1993; Anisko and Lindstrom 1996b) in fitting the freezing tolerance
data; however, no reports were found on the use of Gompertz function in determining a plant’s
response to freezing stress.
The most difficult part in getting Richards or Gompertz function to fit data is estimating
the initial starting parameters.  These parameters are crucial for the function to converge, and for
a good fit to the data.  A  SAS  program was written  in this study  for the  grid search  of the best
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starting parameters.  Alternatively, the availability of a commercial program, (PCNONLIN) may
be used for the complex matrix search of the parameters (Messori 1997).  Based on the
assumption we made on leaf tissue being 100% injured at -80°C, we eliminated the need to
estimate parameter A.  However, this assumption may not hold up when plant material other than
leaves is used as experimental units. The elimination of parameter A simplified both asymmetric
functions in that the modified functions have one less parameter each to be estimated which
reduced the size of the matrix grid search of parameters. Our report estimated 45 different sets of
parameters for each function.  No significant difference was found between the two functions
used, however, the Gompertz function was chosen to estimate the quantitative expressions (LT50
and Tmax) of freezing tolerance because it has only two parameters to be estimated (compared to
three in Richards) and fitted better (than Richards) when compared with the GLM (Table 4).  It is
noteworthy that Richards function is expected to be more flexible than Gompertz with an
additional parameter to fit the data; however, the extra parameter may also introduce more error,
and use an extra degree of freedom (Table 4).
Comparisons of quantitative expressions for freezing tolerance.
Tmax was selected (instead of LT50) as the quantitative measure of freezing tolerance because we
believe that physiologically, Tmax is more descriptive.  Conventionally, in the literature, LT50 is
regarded as the temperature that causes 50%-injury and the critical temperature of cold hardiness
of the particular tissue evaluated  (Sakai et al. 1986; Zhang and Willison 1987; Arora et al.
1992).  However, it may be argued, whether LT50 represents a temperature that causes injury to
only 50% of the total tissue area or causes all cells to be half-injured. On the other hand, Tmax is
the temperature that causes maximum rate of injury where any lowering of temperature beyond
Tmax results in diminishing rates (Fig. 3).  Evidence is accumulating in the literature supporting
the use of Tmax as a quantitative cold hardiness index (Zhu and Liu 1987; von-Fircks and
Verwijst 1993; Anisko and Lindstrom 1995; Repo et al. 1996;).
Leaf freezing-tolerance.  A rather unique portion of this study relies on the
Jackknife method (Efron 1982) for predictions of Tmax’s standard errors.  von-Fircks and
Verwijst (1993) used 100 simple random samplings with replacement for each data set to predict
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the standard errors.  Instead of using random samplings, the Jackknife involves manipulation of
the actual data set.  For example, a 9-point data set could potentially produce nine different data
sets, each having one less data point if the Jackknife method is employed.  This would allow for
the estimation of mean Tmax with standard errors that were derived from the nine different data
sets. Therefore, the standard errors of Tmax should be proportional to the fluctuations of each
experiment data point.  Also, the standard errors are generated from the number of sigmoidal
curves fitted by the computer (which are equal to experimental data points).  Hence, each Tmax
value in this report represents at least 30 estimates per cultivar per month, providing a
statistically sound estimate of freezing tolerance and saving experimental cost and time.
Data indicated that the Rhododendron cultivars exhibit an increase in freezing tolerance
during the fall, reached a maximum in December and gradually decreased thereafter (Fig. 4).  All
cultivars exhibited four to five-fold increase (with exception of about eight-fold increase for R.
‘Vulcan’ flame’) in freezing tolerance during cold acclimation.  Based on Tmax values, we ranked
R. ‘Autumn Gold’ and R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ in tender group, R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ in intermediate
group and R. ‘Chionoides’ and R. ‘Roseum Elegans’ in the hardy group at maximum cold
acclimation.  Sakai et al. (1986) consistently reported Rhododendron leaf tissues to be
significantly more freeze tolerant than bud tissues.  In this study, however, the relative leaf
freezing-tolerance (cold-acclimated) estimates were somewhat similar to midwinter bud
hardiness of the respective cultivars (Table 6).  We were unable to evaluate bud hardiness due to
the lack of flower buds in relatively younger plants (2-3 year old).  The closeness between the
leaf freezing-tolerance (assessed in this study) and the presumed bud hardiness (reported by
nurseries for mature plants) of these cultivars may be due to the use of relatively younger plants
that have yet to express their maximum cold acclimation ability.  Many reports have attempted to
associate laboratory freezing tolerance estimates to the field data and found that electrolyte
leakage method tends to overestimate cold hardiness of plant tissues (Zhang and Willison 1987;
Sutinen et al. 1992; Anisko and Lindstrom 1995; Oldum and Blake 1996; Repo et al. 1996).
Others have abandoned the electrolyte leakage method entirely and used more complex
techniques, such as ionic conductance as a measure of membrane competence, to determine plant
cold hardiness (Whitlow et al. 1992).  Manley and Hummel (1996) however, concluded that
electrolyte leakage method was simpler and did not require additional extensive measurements
such as tissue ionic conductance as suggested by Whitlow et al. (1992).
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This study provides baseline information on the relative freezing tolerance of five
Rhododendron cultivars at non-acclimated and cold acclimated state as well as cold acclimation
ability.  We have shown that the percent-adjusted injury data fitted to Gompertz function coupled
with Jackknife method (in estimating standard errors) allows for “reliable” and statistically sound
estimations of freezing tolerance (Tmax) of Rhododendron leaf tissues.
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Table 1.  Example of ion-leakage data calculations and transformation for R. ‘Vulcan’s flame’
leaf tissues in December 1995z
Treatment Initial Final Percent Percent Percent Visual
Temp. (°C) Leakagey Leakagey Leakagex Injuryw Ad. Injuryv Est.u
     0    1.9  26.9      7.1    0.0      0.0     0.0
  -13    3.9  22.6    17.2  10.9    14.1     0.0
  -15    4.2  19.5    22.3  16.4    21.3   16.7
  -17    5.9  24.3    24.3  18.5    24.0   16.7
  -19    7.1  21.3    33.5  28.3    36.9   25.0
  -21    7.7  21.4    36.0  31.1    40.5   41.7
  -23  11.3  26.3    43.7  39.4    51.2   75.0
  -25  12.0  25.1    47.9  43.8    57.1   83.3
  -27  15.9  23.1    68.6  66.2    86.1   91.7
  -80  20.4  26.0    78.5  76.8  100.0 100.0
z
=Values are mean of three separate measurements at each treatment temperature
y
=µmhos, raw data
x
=(Initial leakage /Final leakage)*100
w
=[(% Leakage(T) - % Leakage(C)) /(100 - % Leakage(C))]*100
v
=(% Injury(T) /% Injury(-80))
u
=% Browning and water-soaked
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Table 2.  Empirical calculations used in the determination of freezing tolerancez
Function Equation Slope LT50         Tmax
Richards 100(1-e(b-kT))-1/d    100ke(b-kT))]*[1-e(b-kT)](-1/d+1)    (b-log(1-(1/2)d))       (b-log (-d))
   d    k             k
Gompertz 100e-be-kT 100bke-kT*e-be-kT     -log((log(100)-log(50))/b)     -log(1/b)
   k k
zWhere b, d, k are function parameters, A=100, T = temperature and e = exponential
Table 3.  Partial correlation coefficients derived from the Error Sum of Squares for the
comparison of three different freeze-thaw injury estimates with visual estimatesyz
% Leakage %-Injury %-Adjusted Injury Visual Estimates
Visual Estimates     0.693     0.699           0.753          1.000
yGLM-multivariate ANOVA, holding treatment temperatures and sampling dates constant
zdf=1467, correlation probability=0.0001
Table 4.  Comparison of two asymmetric functions to GLM using F-test for lack of fit
Function N  No. Adequate fit as GLM Percentage (%) Overall mean ESSz
Gompertz 45         37      82.2% 112.97
Richards 45         34      75.5% 117.21
zOverall mean error sum of squares for GLM=105.47
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Table 5.  Partial correlation coefficients derived from the Error Sum of Squares for comparison
of four freezing tolerance quantitative expression with visual LT50yz
        Richards                   Gompertz           Visual
LT50 Tmax LT50 Tmax    LT50
Visual LT50 0.793  0.769 0.790 0.793   1.000
yGLM-multivariate analysis of variance, holding month constant
zdf=36, correlation probability=0.0001
Table 6.  Leaf freezing tolerance (Tmax; °C) of five Rhododendron cultivarsz
Non acclimated Cold acclimated Deacclimated
Sept. 1995   Dec. 1995   June 1996
Cultivars Mean ± SEy   Mean ± SE  Mean ± SE
Grumpy Yellow (GY)   -2.9 ± .43 a   -16.8 ± .42e    -4.1 ± .28bc
Autumn Gold (AG)   -3.8 ± .51 ac   -17.2 ± .40e    -2.7 ± .12a
Vulcan’s Flame (VF)   -2.2 ± .86 ab   -19.1 ± .38f    -5.3 ± .58cd
Chionoides (CH)   -5.8 ± .41 d   -30.3 ± 1.1g    -5.8 ± .37d
Roseum Elegans (RE)   -6.0 ± .34 d   -28.5 ± 1.3g    -6.3 ± .41d
zUsing Gompertz function fitted to adjusted injury data, std. error estimated by Jackknife method
yMean separation in matrix by multiple t-test, 5% level.  Midwinter bud hardiness of these
cultivars (provided by nurseries) is as follows: -17.8 °C (GY), -20.6 °C (AG), -26.1 °C (VF),
-28.9 °C (CH) & -31.7 °C (RE).
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Fig. 1.  A SAS program for finding the best starting parameters of the Gompertz function
OPTIONS LS=72;
DATA; SET IN.RHODO; IF MONTH=12;
PROC NLIN METHOD=MARQUARDT BEST=1 ITER=1000;
BY MONTH CUL;
PARMS B=1 TO 100 BY 1 K=-0.30 TO -0.01 BY .01;
    EF=EXP (-K*TEMP);
    EEF=EXP (-B*EF);
    MODEL AD_INJ=100*EEF;
    DER.B=-100*EF*EEF;
    DER.K=100*B*TEMP*EF*EEF;
    OUTPUT OUT=EST P=GOMPERTZ;
PROC PLOT;
   BY MONTH CUL;
   PLOT AD_INJ*TEMP='X' GOMPERTZ*TEMP='*' / OVERLAY;
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Fig. 2.  A SAS program using the Jackknife method and the Gompertz function to find LT50 and
Tmax means and standard errors
OPTIONS LS=72; DATA LIM; SET IN.RHODO;
BY MONTH CUL TEMP; IF MONTH=12;
IF FIRST.CUL THEN NUM=0; NUM=NUM+1; RETAIN NUM;
PROC MEANS NOPRINT; BY MONTH CUL; VAR TEMP; OUTPUT OUT=MN N=N;
DATA ; MERGE LIM MN; BY MONTH CUL;
DATA BIG; SET ; DO JACK=1 TO N;
IF NUM NE JACK THEN OUTPUT; END;
PROC SORT; BY MONTH CUL JACK; PROC PRINTTO UNIT=20 NEW;
PROC NLIN METHOD=MARQUARDT BEST=1 ITER=1000 OUTEST=EST;
BY MONTH CUL JACK;
PARMS B=15.18,6.53,9.04,17.88,13.48
     K=-.158, -.062, -.131,-.101,-0.136;
EF=EXP (-K*TEMP); EEF=EXP (-B*EF);
MODEL AD_INJ=100*EEF;
DER.B=-100*EF*EEF; DER.K=100*B*TEMP*EF*EEF;
DATA; SET EST; IF _TYPE_='FINAL'; IF _TYPE_='FINAL' THEN
CONVERGD=1;
     GOMPLT50=-LOG ((LOG (100)-LOG (50))/B)/K;
     GOMPTMAX=-LOG(1/B)/K;
   PROC PRINTTO; /*PROC PRINT;
VAR MONTH CUL JACK _SSE_--GOMPLT50; */
   PROC MEANS NOPRINT; BY MONTH CUL;
VAR GOMPLT50 GOMPTMAX CONVERGD;
   OUTPUT OUT=FORJACK N=N
MEAN=GOMPLT50 GOMPTMAX CSS=LT50CSS TMAXCSS SUM=S1 S2
CONVERGD;
      DATA ; SET ;
         GOMP50ER=SQRT((N-1)*LT50CSS/N);
         GOMPTMER=SQRT((N-1)*TMAXCSS/N);
         PROC PRINT; ID MONTH CUL;
         VAR N CONVERGD GOMPLT50 GOMP50ER GOMPTMAX GOMPTMER
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Fig. 3.  Determinations of LT50 and Tmax (quantitative expressions of freezing tolerance) by
employing the Gompertz function fitted to %-adjusted injury data and by interpolating the
mean of three data points per treatment temperature (LT50 only). LT50 is always at 50% injury
for %-adjusted injury whereas the inflection point of the slope of Gompertz curve
corresponds to Tmax.  The slope of the curve (d Ad Injury/ d Temp) bears no units and does
not correspond to %-adjusted units on the y-axis.
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Fig. 4.  Seasonal fluctuations of leaf freezing tolerance (Tmax; °C) of five Rhododendron cultivars
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CHAPTER THREE
FREEZING-TOLERANCES IN RHODODENDRON
POPULATIONS: GENETICS
published as:
Genetic Study of Freezing Tolerance in Rhododendron
Populations: Implications for Cold Hardiness Breeding.
J Amer Rhodo Soc (1998) 52:143-148
Chon C. Lim1, Stephen L. Krebs2 and Rajeev Arora1
1Division of Plant and Soil Sciences
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506
2The David G. Leach Research Station of
the Holden Arboretum, Madison, OH 44057
ABSTRACT
Few genetic studies have been conducted on the inheritance of cold hardiness (CH) in
woody plants. We initiated the research presented here to develop a reliable and non-destructive
method of determining CH in rhododendrons by using controlled laboratory freeze-thaw tests,
and to apply this methodology to progeny populations segregating for this trait. The distributions
of leaf-freezing tolerances (a measure of CH) –in F2 and backcross populations derived from a R.
catawbiense x R. fortunei cross– suggested that as few as three genes with strong additive effects
were controlling variation in hardiness.  Differences in midwinter freezing tolerance were
primarily due to differences in acclimating ability among the segregants.  Laboratory-based cold
hardiness screens of Rhododendron seedlings can help predict mature plant performance in the
field, thus providing a powerful tool for breeders and researchers investigating plant response to
freezing stress.
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INTRODUCTION
A unique feature of many temperate-zone rhododendrons is their ability to withstand
severe low temperatures as broad-leaved evergreens.  Within the genus, this ability varies
widely.  Sakai et al. (1986) found that many species in the Ponticum subsection (R.
brachycarpum and R. maximum) are leaf-hardy to -60°C and bud-hardy to -30°C, whereas cold-
tender species, such as R. barbatum and R. griersonianum, show both leaf and bud damage at
temperatures approaching -18°C. These researchers found that hardiness correlates with
provenance (altitude and latitude), suggesting that the trait has evolved through natural selection
acting on existing genetic variability.
The primary goal of most Rhododendron breeders working in cold climates has been to
combine the ornamental diversity found in less hardy Asian taxa with the superior cold hardiness
(CH) characteristic of several North American and Asian species.  This goal has been achieved
in many instances but the process has often been slow and inefficient.  Part of the reason for this
has been methodological. The conventional approach of pedigree breeding and single-site
evaluation is likely not optimal for breeding a multigenic and physiologically complex trait.
Breeding efficiency has been improved in programs in which mass selection and multiple site
testing are used to increase CH (Uosukainen and Tigerstedt 1988).
A limited understanding of the genetic control of freezing tolerance has also hampered
efforts in cold hardiness breeding.  It would be very useful, for example, to be able to predict the
outcome of cold-hardy x cold-tender crosses and have a sense of how much variability in
hardiness occurs among progeny.  Prediction is important because it influences population size,
number of generations, and breeding strategy needed to arrive at a desired trait.  We know,
anecdotally, that segregation for CH exists among advanced-generation progeny (e.g., families in
which siblings differ in their bud hardiness by as much as a hardiness zone), but the full variation
in discarded populations is generally not described or quantified.
The efficiency of breeding programs is further restricted by the difficulty in obtaining
early and reliable estimates of a plant’s cold hardiness. Currently, breeders generally grow
seedlings to maturity in order to assess winter damage to floral buds. This is a slow (5+ years)
and  sometimes  unreliable process  –  bud damage  on  a single plant  can often  range from  0 to
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100% in one season (Gilkey 1996; Krebs, unpublished data). Annual variation in field estimates
of CH can also occur due to uncontrollable factors such as snow cover, wind, fluctuating
temperatures, and desiccation (Fowler and Gusta 1979).
The research presented here was undertaken to improve methods of measuring CH in
rhododendrons and increase our understanding of the genes controlling this trait.  Much of this
paper describes a laboratory assay developed to simulate natural freeze-thaw stresses on
Rhododendron tissues.  Although field trials provide the ultimate test of winter survival,
controlled laboratory measurements of freezing tolerance offer significant advantages. Estimates
of CH by this method appear to be more reliable and consistent because severe cold conditions
can be generated in the laboratory under controlled conditions without complicating variables
such as snow cover, wind desiccation, etc.  Furthermore, this test is non-destructive because
detached tissues (e.g., leaves or buds) are used instead of the whole plant.
Our laboratory assay was used to characterize segregation for CH among progeny of
controlled crosses.  We chose to evaluate juvenile plant material (seedlings) with the thought that
estimates of freezing tolerance at this stage might predict mature plant performance and thus
provide greater efficiency in breeding programs.  Measurements were made on seedlings in both
cold-acclimated and non-acclimated conditions, because variation in CH among woody plants
usually reflects differences in cold acclimation ability –ability of a frost hardy plant to increase
its freezing tolerance during fall and winter, full realization of which depends upon a myriad of
factors, such as plant species, its provenance, seasonal timing and speed of acclimation, etc.
(Raulston and Tripp 1995).  Based on the distribution of hardiness phenotypes in these
segregating populations, we could draw conclusions about the number of genes that control
freezing tolerance and the type of gene action involved.  The implications of our methodology
and gene model for CH are discussed in the context of Rhododendron breeding and cold
hardiness research in general.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Determination of leaf–freezing tolerance.
  
Leaf-freezing tolerance (LFT) in
rhododendrons was determined according to a method developed by Lim et al. (1998).
Basically, the method involves relatively slow freezing followed by gradual thawing of plant
tissues to simulate what plants generally experience under natural conditions (Steffen et al.
1989), and then conducting a physiological assay to evaluate the induced injury.
Leaves were cut into 1 cm2 discs and placed into test tubes containing 25-50 µl water.
Following ice nucleation at -1°C (by dropping small ice crystals in the test tubes), the non-
acclimated leaf discs were slowly cooled at approximately 0.5°C/ 30 min. to -4°C and 1°C/ 30
min. to -10°C thereafter to obtain treatment temperatures ranging from -2 to -10°C (at 2°C
increments).  Cold-acclimated leaf discs were ice nucleated and cooled similarly to -10°C but
continued at 3.5°C/ 30 min. (to -24°C) thereafter to obtain treatment temperatures ranging from
-10 to -52°C (at 7°C increments).  The sample tubes were initially cooled in a glycol bath (to
-24°C) then transferred to a -80°C freezer to subject them to temperatures as low as  -52°C.
Tubes were removed at various temperature intervals, placed in ice for overnight thawing, and
then allowed to reach room temperature gradually. A separate set of leaf discs from each plant
was ice nucleated and placed directly in -80°C freezer for 4-5 h to obtain 100% freeze-killed
samples.
Thawed leaf discs were placed in 6 mL of ddH2O, vacuum infiltrated for 5-8 min (at
about -0.15 MPa) and placed on a gyratory shaker for 3 h at 275 rpm. Cell membranes injured by
freeze-thaw leak their contents (cell sap) into the water.  Because cell sap contains ions
(electrolytes), an increase in conductivity of the solution is a quantitative measure of increased
freezing injury in the leaf tissue (Dexter 1930). After measuring freeze-induced electrolyte
leakage (C1) with a conductivity probe, samples were autoclaved to disrupt all remaining intact
cells and determine the total electrolyte leakage (C2).  Percent ion leakage due to freezing was
calculated as  [(C1/C2) x 100].
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Percent freeze-injury was calculated by the equation:
% Injury (t) =      {% leakage (t) - % leakage (c) }       x  100
          
{100- % leakage (c)}
                 (Flint et al. 1967)
where % leakage(t) and % leakage(c) are the measurements of % ion leakage for a respective
freeze-treatment temperature and an unfrozen control (some slight leakage is caused by cutting
the leaf disc). Percent-adjusted injury was calculated by the equation:
%-Adjusted injury =      
% injury (t)
                x 100
     
% injury (-80°C)
Ion leakage over a range of freezing temperatures typically displays a sigmoidal response
in Rhododendron leaves, i.e., a slow increase in leakage during the initial cooling phase,
followed by a sharp increase in freezing injury and leakage at some critical temperature, which
eventually levels off.  A number of statistical procedures have been used to fit this response
curve to known arithmetic functions to help determine the rates of freezing injury (Lim et al.
1998).  For this study, we fitted percent-injury data to a Gompertz function and used the
parameter Tmax, defined as the temperature causing the maximum rate of injury, as an estimator
of CH (Fig. 1).
Plant populations.  When a primary (F1) cross is made between a cold-hardy and a
cold-tender species, the expectation is for uniform, intermediate hardiness among the progeny.
Subsequent generations, such as the F2 (derived from sib mating or selfing the F1) and the
backcross (BC, created by crossing the F1 back to either parent) are expected to display more
variability and segregation for CH.  We selfed a single F1 plant, ‘Ceylon’ (R. catawbiense x R.
fortunei), to create an F2 population.  We also made reciprocal backcrosses: R. fortunei x
‘Ceylon’ and  ‘Ceylon’ x R. fortunei;  unfortunately, backcrosses involving R. catawbiense as the
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recurrent parent were not available for this study.  The reciprocal cross was used to estimate any
maternal component to CH.  Our preliminary data showed significant differences in parental
LFTs: R. catawbiense had a Tmax of -52°C and R. fortunei -31°C.  The hybrid ‘Ceylon’ was
intermediate, leaf hardy to about -43°C. The uniformity in CH within F1 population could not be
tested due to unavailability of F1 ‘Ceylon’ siblings.  However, a related study in our laboratory
revealed little variation in cold hardiness values among 15 F1 plants derived from R. catawbiense
x R. dichroanthum cross (Arora and Lim, unpublished results).  In the present study,
measurements of the parents were taken from clones 30-40 years old.  The F2 and BC
populations were evaluated as 3-year-old seedlings maintained in outdoor ground frames at the
Leach Research Station in Madison, Ohio.
Non-acclimated and acclimated LFTs.  Leaves from naturally cold-
acclimated (CA) parents, F1, BC and F2 populations were collected on the premises of the Leach
Research Station in December 1996, moistened, and shipped in a cold box overnight to West
Virginia University for analysis of CH.  Our data from earlier studies suggest that rhododendrons
are maximally acclimated to midwinter temperatures by December (Lim et al. 1998).  Estimates
of LFT for the non-acclimated (NA) condition were obtained from leaves collected from the
same plants in July and August 1997, moistened, and shipped overnight at ambient temperatures.
The difference in Tmax between NA and CA states is termed cold-acclimation ability, and is a
measure of how strongly plants respond to environmental cues, such as decreasing photoperiod
and temperature, during the acclimation period.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The leaf–freezing tolerance assay.   Ion leakage assays have been widely
used by researchers to evaluate CH in both herbaceous and woody plants (Lim et al. 1998;
Steffen  et al.  1989;  Stone  et al.  1993).  Our adaptation of  this method  to rhododendrons – the
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determination of a diagnostic range of treatment temperatures and the statistical curve fitting of
percent-injury data in order to estimate Tmax– is evidently reliable, correlating well (r=0.79) with
visual estimates of freezing injury based on water soaking and browning (Lim et al. 1998).
Although our treatment samples (leaf discs) were comprised of pooled leaves from single
plants, this protocol produced consistent Tmax estimates and small standard errors.  Moreover,
utilization of leaf discs instead of whole leaves or flower buds minimized the degree of plant
damage.  Much of the experimental variability commonly associated with field trials is
significantly reduced by our protocols and the somewhat subjective method of estimating CH by
visual assessment of leaf injury is replaced by a more quantitative measure (ion leakage).  By
using simple statistics (multiple t tests comparison), we are able to compare and rank individual
genotypes by their Tmax values and standard errors (Lim et al. 1998).
Cold hardiness distributions within segregating populations.
Most genetic studies on freezing tolerance in herbaceous and woody plants have involved
genotypes that differ in acclimating ability, i.e. crosses between hardy (able to cold acclimate)
and sensitive (unable to acclimate) parents.  However, studies involving progenies derived from
two acclimating species are scarce.  One such study used populations derived from latitudinal
ecotypes of Cornus sericea L. to examine the genetic control of seasonal timing of cold
acclimation in woody perennials (Hummel et al. 1982).  Our study, however, characterizes
segregation for LFT in crosses derived from two acclimating species (Table 1), one with
moderate freezing tolerance (R. fortunei, Tmax = -32.4°C) and the other with extreme freezing
tolerance (R. catawbiense, Tmax = -51.2°C).
The F2 and BC populations of rhododendrons exhibited continuous and normal (bell-
shaped) distributions of progeny CH values (Fig. 2). A continuous pattern, as opposed to discrete
groupings of hardiness types, suggests that genetic control at this level of freezing tolerance is
multigenic, an interpretation consistent with reports from other genera (Arora et al. 1998; Stone
et al. 1993; Teutonico et al. 1995).
In order to make inferences about the type of gene action involved (dominant, recessive,
or additive), geneticists often measure parent-offspring resemblance. If the average progeny
resembles  one parent  more strongly  than the other,  then dominant or  recessive gene action  is
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implied, depending on which parent has the greater effect on offspring. If most offspring are
intermediate in character to both parents, then the type of gene action is termed ‘additive’,
referring to genes with incremental positive or negative effects on a metric trait such as CH.
A major difficulty in our work results from the determination that parent-offspring
comparisons are confounded by age-dependent freezing tolerances.  For example, the freeze-
tolerance values for the BC and F2 three-year-old seedling populations were substantially lower
than those of their 30 to 40-year-old parents (Table 1), indicating that the majority of the progeny
from a cold-hardy by cold-tender cross were more sensitive (or less hardy) than the cold-tender
parent. This is an unexpected result, and we sought to explain it by looking at the effect of
physiological age on CH.  To this end, we conducted a two-year study of different-aged
seedlings from a wild R. maximum population and found that rhododendrons can gain about
10°C or more in freezing tolerance as they age physiologically from the preflowering juvenile
stage (1 to ~4 years) to maturity (Lim, unpublished data).
Therefore, inferences on gene action in our study are best made on comparisons of
averages of CH values from BC and F2 populations consisting of similar-aged juvenile plants.
The average freeze-tolerance of reciprocal backcrosses (‘Ceylon’ crossed with R. fortunei) were
26 and 45% lower than the F2 values (Table 1).  The nuclear genetic background of the F2 is
50:50 (fortunei:catawbiense) whereas in both BCs it is approximately 75:25
(fortunei:catawbiense). A significant additive component to CH genes in these populations is
inferred from the reasonably close correspondence between the 25 – 45% reduction in BC mean
freezing tolerance and the 50% reduction in genetic contribution from the hardier R. catawbiense
parent.
Other types of gene action may be involved in Rhododendron CH.  From reports in other
plant genera, it appears that additive gene effects on CH are modified by partially recessive
(Arora et al. 1998; Stone et al. 1993) or dominant gene action (Teutonico et al. 1995). Maternal
effects may also determine plant phenotype.  A difference between the reciprocal BC populations
in our study (Table 1) indicated a partial maternal effect in which the R. fortunei cytoplasm
conferred greater freezing tolerance than did the R. catawbiense cytoplasm. This unexpected
result may be due to complex nuclear–cytoplasmic interactions in the interspecific hybrids, or it
may represent an experimental artifact (we are planning to reassess these populations for CH at
least one more time while still in the juvenile condition).
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Conflicting reports exist in literature regarding maternal effect on CH.  For example,
Dorsey and Bushnell (1925) first reported a positive maternal effect on cold hardiness in Prunus,
in that using P. americana (a hardier species than P. salicina) as a pistillate parent resulted in
80% of interspecific seedlings as hardy compared to only 45% when P. salicina was the female
parent.  On the other hand, Quamme (1978) detected no reciprocal differences in CH of
progenies of apple cultivars with different CH levels.  Similar results were obtained by Hummel
et al. (1982) in the study of inheritance of photoperiodically induced cold acclimation in Cornus
sericea.
Another method of comparing parent-offspring performance in these populations is to
predict the ‘mature’ F2 or BC hardiness distributions by adding a ‘correction factor’ of  ~10°C
(the gain in freezing tolerance from juvenility to maturity in different-aged R. maximum
populations).  For example, the predicted mature F2 CH distribution would range from -25°C to -
52°C, well within the temperature interval defined by the parent species. By this method, there
could be at least one segregant in this population of 47 plants that recovers the hardiness level of
the R. catawbiense parent (Fig 2C).  Given the probability that (1/4) n F2 segregants will resemble
either parent value (where n=number of gene pairs) and assuming additive gene effects, it is
possible that as few as 3 genes are responsible for the phenotypic variation observed in these
populations [(1/47) ≈ (1/4) 3].  Research in other genera has suggested a similar oligogenic (few
gene) control of freezing tolerance (Arora et al. 1998; Stone et al. 1993; Teutonico et al. 1995).
Cold–acclimation ability.  Midwinter cold hardiness is really the outcome of two
conditions in an individual plant – its freezing tolerance in the non-acclimated state and its
ability to increase that tolerance (cold-acclimation ability).  The cold-acclimation process is
triggered by environmental cues, such as shorter photoperiods and cooler temperatures beginning
in late summer and extending into late fall (Fuchigami et al. 1971), and acclimating plants
undergo physiological and structural changes that condition them to survive low temperatures
during winter.
The acclimating ability of a plant in our research was defined as the leaf-freezing
tolerance (LFT) in the cold-acclimated (CA) condition minus the LFT in the non-acclimated
(NA) condition.  As expected,  non-acclimated leaf-freezing tolerance (NA-LFTs) from summer-
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collected progenies in BC (data not shown) and F2 populations were much lower than cold-
acclimated leaf-freezing tolerance (CA-LFTs) determined for the same individuals during the
previous winter (compared Fig. 2C with Fig. 3). There was, however, significant variation in
NA-LFTs (-2 to -7° C in the F2; Fig. 3), and we were interested to determine whether these
freezing tolerance differences observed in the NA state had an impact on a plant’s midwinter
hardiness level.
Scatterplots of these CH components indicate that NA-LFT is not correlated with cold
acclimation ability (Fig 4A), whereas CA-LFT was highly correlated with acclimation ability
(Fig. 4B). These results suggest that the physiological processes involved in NA hardiness and
acclimation ability in Rhododendron are independent of each other, a conclusion also drawn
from research on potatoes (Stone et al. 1993). The relationships also indicate that, of the two
components, it is the variation in acclimating ability (-13.6 to -37.3 °C in the F2 generation)
rather than NA hardiness that accounts for the bulk of observed differences in Tmax in
rhododendrons. This is a meaningful variation from a CH breeding perspective, and more
broadly, it suggests that the genetic model based on observed Tmax variation involves only a few
genes with major effects on cold-acclimation ability in Rhododendron.
Seedlings LFTs as predictors of field performance.  Although floral
bud survival is conventionally used to describe CH in rhododendrons and certain other
ornamental plants, the use of leaves for the same purpose is more desirable in research and
breeding programs, because one can assess juvenile populations for CH without waiting 5+ years
for flowering to occur. The applicability of this method to ‘real life’ conditions involves two
factors – 1) how well leaf CH assay predict floral bud hardiness and 2) the degree to which
freezing tolerance of juvenile seedlings predicts mature plant performance.
Vegetative buds and leaves of Rhododendron are generally able to withstand colder
temperatures than can floral buds (Sakai et al. 1986).  However, evidence suggests that estimates
of CH based on leaf performance can be used as a general measure of flower bud hardiness in
rhododendrons.  A statistical analysis of data presented by Sakai et al. (1986), indicated that leaf
and floral bud hardiness in Rhododendron species were significantly correlated (r2=0.64) (Fig 5).
In addition, we recently reported that LFT rankings of five Rhododendron cultivars corresponded
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to their USDA hardiness zone rankings based on flower bud hardiness (Lim et al. 1998).
Data from other research supports the notion that the measurement of ion leakage on
freeze-injured leaf discs in the laboratory is a valid method to estimate field performance of
whole plants.  For example, Teutonico et al. (1993) reported a strong correlation (r=0.82-0.85)
between laboratory- and field- generated estimates of CH among nine rapeseed cultivars.
Similarly, controlled freeze-thaw stress of leaf discs from 35 broadleaf evergreen species
(Lagerstroemia, Malus, Pyracantha, Syringa, Viburnum, Prunus, etc.) resulted in cold hardiness
estimates that corresponded well with field measurements (Johnson and Hirsh 1995).
Surveys at the juvenile seedling stage will probably underestimate CH levels determined
at physiological maturity (flowering).  As we indicated above, juvenile plants in our experiments
have displayed significantly lower Tmaxs than did mature plants.  However, it is unknown at the
present time whether relative CH rankings per se among genotypes will change with
physiological and/ or chronological age.  In order to test whether seedling CH accurately predicts
mature plant CH, we are planning to grow our populations to maturity by establishing them in
field rows, and observing how well their leaves and floral buds tolerate midwinter freezes.  If
cold hardiness rankings are consistent over time, then seedling hardiness screenings would be
useful for breeding and selection purposes as well as for more basic investigations in which early
determination of cold-hardy phenotypes is important.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed a reliable in vitro laboratory protocol for assessing CH in rhododendrons
based on leaf-freezing tolerance (LFT).  This method is relatively nondestructive, repeatable and
statistically sound.  Patterns of variation for CH in F2 and BC populations suggested that a few
genes with strong additive effects are controlling this trait. A major breeding application of this
work was demonstrated by the recovery of super hardy phenotypes in a relatively small F2
population (<50). The identification of those desired types is greatly facilitated by laboratory
freeze tests at the seedling stage, allowing most of the breeding population to be culled early on.
It is quite  possible  that   seedling  LFTs  can  be  used  to  predict  field  performance  of mature
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(flowering) plants.
From the perspective of basic research, the prospect of a few major genes controlling CH
makes genetic mapping and ‘tagging’ of cold hardiness genes a feasible objective. Placing cold
hardiness genes on a linkage map of rhododendrons could allow for ‘marker-assisted’ selection
(e.g., initially identifying hardy types by DNA profile rather than by actual freeze tests) and
would facilitate the search for genes and gene products associated with tolerance to maximal
low-temperature stress in this genus.
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Table 1.  Leaf-freezing tolerance (Tmax) of three Rhododendron populations
Parents N z Tmax(°C) ± SE y
R. catawbiense  1   -51.2   ±  0.2 a
R. fortunei  1   -32.4   ±  0.9 c
R. ‘Ceylon’, F1  1   -43.2   ±  1.3 b
Populations
BCF progeny, R. fortunei   x R. ‘Ceylon’ 62   -20.3   ±  0.6 e
BCC progeny, R. ‘Ceylon’ x R. fortunei 62   -15.1   ±  0.4 f
F2    progeny, R. ‘Ceylon’ selfed            47   -27.6   ±  0.7 d
zN= number of plants evaluated. Three replicate discs were measured at each treatment
temperature.  Parents and F1 were included as standards in all population screenings.
yMean separation in column by multiple t test, P = 0.05.
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Fig. 1. Percent-injury as a function of freezing temperatures in R. ‘Ceylon’ leaf tissues.  Data are
fitted to a Gompertz function where the slope of the curve is the rate of injury.  Tmax,
inflection point of the slope, is the temperature causing maximum injury rate.
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Fig. 2. Leaf-freezing tolerance (Tmax) distributions at cold-acclimated state of three
Rhododendron populations. n=number of plants screened.
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Fig. 3. Leaf-freezing tolerance (Tmax) distributions at non-acclimated state of a F2 Rhododendron
population. n=number of plants screened.
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Fig. 4. Relationships between the components of cold hardiness in F2 progenies.  (A) Non-
acclimated LFT vs. Cold acclimation ability.  (B) Cold-acclimated LFT vs. Cold acclimation
ability.
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Fig. 5. Regressions of floral bud freeze-tolerance on leaf freeze-tolerance (LFT) in
Rhododendron species accessions (large and small; 37 plants total), analysis of data
presented by Sakai et al. 1986.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEHYDRIN AND ITS ASSOCIATION WITH RHODODENDRON
COLD HARDINESS
published as:
A 25-kDa dehydrin associated with genotype-and
age-dependent leaf freezing-tolerance in Rhododendron:
a genetic marker for cold hardiness?
Theor Appl Genet (1999) 99(5):910-918
Chon C. Lim1, Stephen L. Krebs2 and Rajeev Arora1
1Division of Plant and Soil Sciences
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ABSTRACT
Dehydrins are plant proteins that may play a critical role in stabilizing cell functions
during freezing and other dehydrative stresses. This study examines whether dehydrin expression
in leaves is associated with varying levels of freezing-tolerance among F2 segregants, species,
and cultivars of evergreen Rhododendron. Experiments were also conducted to determine
whether physiological and chronological aging affects freezing-tolerance and dehydrin
accumulation in Rhododendron leaf tissues. Our results indicate that in cold-acclimated F2
populations, levels of a 25-kDa dehydrin were closely associated with differences in leaf
freezing-tolerance (LFT) among segregants. Studies of wild and cultivated plants indicated that
LFT increased with both chronological age and developmental phase-change (juvenile to mature
plants) and that  this trend  was accompanied by increased accumulation of the 25-kDa dehydrin.
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It is suggested that the presence or absence of the 25-kDa dehydrin could serve as a genetic
marker to distinguish between super cold-hardy and less cold-hardy rhododendron genotypes.
Similarly, the relative level of this protein within a genotype can serve as a physiological
indicator of freezing-tolerance status under a range of phenological (acclimation) or
developmental (age) conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Dehydrins (also known as group 2 LEA family of proteins) are hydrophilic, heat-stable
proteins that are induced in response to plant stresses possessing a dehydration component, such
as salt, water, or freezing stress (Close 1996). Dehydrins vary in molecular weight and pI but
share one or more copies of a consensus sequence — a 15 residue, amphipathic α-helix-forming
domain (K-segment) — that is highly conserved in higher and lower plants (Close et al. 1993;
Close 1997). During the cold acclimation (CA) process, dehydrins and dehydrin-like proteins
and/or their transcripts accumulate in a wide array of plant tissues (Lång et al. 1989; Neven et al.
1993; Welin et al. 1994; Wisniewski et al. 1996) and have been cellularly localized in the cytosol
and nucleus (Neven et al. 1993; Egerton-Warburton et al. 1997; Danyluk et al. 1998; Wisniewski
et al. 1999).
A functional role for dehydrins in freezing-tolerance (FT) is suggested, in part, by their in
vitro cryoprotectant properties (Lin and Thomashow 1992; Wisniewski et al. 1999). Recently, a
direct relationship between dehydrins and FT was demonstrated by the ability of constitutively
regulated cor proteins (some of which are dehydrins) in Arabidopsis to confer FT without prior
acclimation (Jaglo-Ottosen et al. 1998). It has also been postulated that dehydrins may act as ion-
sequesters (Palva and Heino 1998) or as molecular chaperones (Campbell and Close 1997; Close
1997) under stressful conditions, thereby stabilizing proteins and membranes via hydrophobic
interactions.
Accumulation of dehydrin protein and transcripts during CA has been amply documented
in a number of herbaceous species (Close 1997), where the FT of cold-acclimated tissues
typically does not exceed  -15°C.  Investigations of  dehydrin expression  and its association with
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CA in woody perennials, which exhibit significantly higher CA ability and FT than herbaceous
plants, are comparatively scarce.  Thus far, studies of woody perennials have been conducted
with deciduous species to document CA and dehydrin profiles in overwintering tissues such as
xylem, bark, and floral buds (Arora and Wisniewski 1994; Muthalif and Rowland 1994; Salzman
et al. 1996; Artlip et al. 1997; Welling et al. 1997). The results of these studies are in general
agreement with findings from herbaceous plants, indicating that dehydrins accumulate during the
acclimation period.
Woody plants have several physiological traits that confound cold hardiness (CH)
research. A juvenile period in woody perennials raises the possibility of differences in FT
between the juvenile versus mature (flowering) phases of development. In addition, tissues
within an overwintering plant can exhibit different FT mechanisms, for example, supercooling in
xylem parenchyma and bud tissues in contrast to equilibrium freezing in leaf and bark tissues
(Wisniewski and Arora 1993). Furthermore, some woody plant tissues (e.g., buds) undergo
dormancy and CA transitions simultaneously, making it difficult to associate physiological
changes with one or the other phenological event (Arora et al. 1992; Arora et al. 1997).
We are using species of Rhododendron to study the genetics and physiology of CA and
FT in a woody plant. This genus has a number of attributes that make it amenable to CH
research. There are over 800 species of Rhododendron distributed throughout the Northern
Hemisphere, ranging from tropical to polar climates and varying widely in FT (Leach 1961;
Sakai et al. 1986). Some species, notably those in section Ponticum, are evergreens with leaves
that can withstand freezing temperatures as low as -40° to -60°C (Sakai et al. 1986; Uosukainen
and Tigerstedt 1988).  By using leaves to estimate CH, the problem of dormancy transitions in
buds is avoided. In addition, FT is conferred without supercooling in Rhododendron leaves
(Sakai et al. 1986), enabling the use of freeze-thaw experiments and ion-leakage assays for the
determination of leaf freeze-tolerance (LFT).  This method of estimating CH provided LFT
rankings in an array of evergreen Rhododendron cultivars that were consistent with USDA
hardiness zone rankings (Lim et al. 1998a).
Our present research was initiated to determine whether dehydrin profiles differ
qualitatively and quantitatively among progeny from a population segregating for CH. This line
of inquiry  was derived  from  earlier work,  which documented  that  F2 segregants  from a cross
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between moderately cold-hardy and super cold-hardy Rhododendron species varied from -18° to
-48°C in LFT (Lim et al. 1998b). Remnant leaf tissue from progeny already evaluated for LFT
was used for dehydrin analysis in order to determine the relationship between biochemical
phenotypes (dehydrin accumulation) and CH phenotypes in the F2 population. A second research
objective was to study the effect of plant age on CH. The study of F2 segregants (Lim et al.
1998b) revealed that 2–3-year-old progeny displayed a mean LFT that was 12°C less hardy than
the approximately 30 years-old F1 parent. This parent-offspring discrepancy in CH is difficult to
account for genetically, and an alternative explanation was sought in the dependency of FT on
physiological age (juvenile progeny vs. mature parents). Age-dependent CH in rhododendrons
and parallel changes in dehydrin profiles were studied by comparing juvenile and mature
(flowering) plants in natural populations (physiological-age effects) and by comparing mature
cultivars differing widely in age (chronological-age effects).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material. Current-year leaves were collected from three groups of naturally
cold-acclimated plants.
Group 1. Comparisons of LFT and dehydrin profiles among F2 segregants included a
super cold-hardy parent (R. catawbiense, approx. 40 years-old), a moderately-hardy parent (R.
fortunei, approx. 40 years-old), the F1 hybrid cultivar ‘Ceylon’ (approx. 30 years-old) derived
from the cross R. catawbiense x R. fortunei, and F2 seedlings resulting from the self-pollination
of ‘Ceylon’.  This group of field-grown plants is maintained at the Holden Arboretum’s Leach
Research Station in Madison, Ohio.  A collection of acclimated leaves from 51 F2 progeny (3-
year-old seedlings) and the parental plants was made in December 1997, and Tmax values (an
estimate of LFT defined as the temperature causing the maximum rate of cell injury) were
determined for each individual by the ion-leakage method described below. Tmax distributions for
this population based on a similar collection of acclimated leaves in 1996 (2-year-old seedlings)
were previously reported (Lim et al. 1998b).
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Remnant leaf tissue from selected progeny in the 1997 study was used for dehydrin
analysis.  Initially, the progeny were classified by hardiness phenotype into “low”, “medium”,
and “high” LFT groups. Each group differed significantly from the adjacent group by a mean
leaf Tmax of approximately 10°C.  Leaves from 5 random progeny in each group were pooled on
an equal fresh weight basis, and the three phenotypic “bulks” were extracted and analyzed for
differences in dehydrin profiles.  Once bulk differences in dehydrin expression were evident,
leaves from 3 individuals in each F2 bulk were extracted and evaluated separately.
Group 2. To examine the effect of physiological aging on LFT and dehydrin levels in
rhododendrons, we compared juvenile seedlings and mature plants of R. maximum — growing in
the wild near Cooper’s Rock State Forest, West Virginia.  Leaf collections from 7 seedlings
without floral buds (approx. 2–3 years-old) and 3 large mature plants (approx.  30 years-old)
were made in mid-January 1996, and individual LFTs were determined.  A similar collection
from the population was made in February 1997 using different juvenile and mature individuals.
Leaves from the 1996 and 1997 collections were used to determine individual Tmax values for
each year. For dehydrin comparisons, remnant leaf tissue from 1997 was pooled equally by fresh
weight to form juvenile (n = 5) and mature plant (n = 3) leaf bulks.
Group 3. Comparisons of LFT and dehydrin profiles also were made among mature
plants differing in chronological age.  For this study, leaves were field-collected in January 1997
from the ‘ortets’ (seedling/ stock plants) of  ‘Hawaii’, ‘Swansdown’, and ‘Pink Parasol’
maintained as 30–40 years-old cultivars at the Leach Research Station.  At the same time, leaves
were collected from 4-year-old ‘ramets’ (cuttings taken from ortets for vegetative propagation)
of these cultivars grown as container plants at Losely Nursery in Perry, Ohio.  These propagated
plants had been maintained outdoors through mid-November, then placed in cold storage for the
winter.  For each of the three cultivars, LFTs were determined for a single ortet and three
propagated ramets. For dehydrin analysis, leaves from the older ortets were compared to a leaf
bulk from the three younger ramets.
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Leaf freezing-tolerance (LFT) determination. Leaf discs (1 cm in
diameter) were punched from individual plants (24 discs per plant) and frozen to various
treatment temperatures (3 discs per treatment temperature) to obtain electrolyte leakage data as
described in Lim et al. (1998a).  Ion leakage data transformations, Gompertz functions fitting,
and statistical analyses were also performed as described by Lim et al. (1998a) to obtain values
for Tmax — the temperature at which the maximum rate of freezing injury occurs. In this study,
Tmax is used synonymously with LFT as indicators of CH.
Protein extractions. Extraction protocols described for other woody plants (Arora
and Wisniewski 1994; Arora et al. 1997) were modified to optimize protein extraction from
Rhododendron leaves.  Leaf tissue (2 g) was ground finely in LN2 and stored at -80°C until used.
Tissue was extracted with PVPP (35% of tissue weight) in a borate buffer (50 mM sodium
tetraborate, 50 mM ascorbic acid, 1 mM of PMSF, pH 9.0) using a 1: 4 (w:v, tissue+PVPP:
buffer) extraction ratio.  Crude extracts were shaken on a gyratory shaker at 4°C for 30 min
followed by centrifugation at 26,000 gn for 15 min at 4°C. To improve protein yields, the pellet
was resuspended, shaken, and centrifuged as described above. The pellet was resuspended a third
time, then placed on the shaker for 1 h at 4°C followed by a final centrifugation for 2 h as
described above.  Supernatant (soluble proteins) was collected and filtered twice through 0.45-
µm and 0.20-µm filters.
Protein measurement. The method of Esen (1978) for determining total protein
content in crude leaf extractions from rhododendrons proved more reliable than the Bradford
assay (Arora and Wisniewski 1994) based on our observation of SDS-PAGE profiles.  Equal
aliquots (5 µl; triplicates) from various extractions and BSA standards (0–4 mg/ml; triplicates)
were spotted on Whatman No. 1 chromatography paper and stained with 0.1% Coomassie
brilliant blue dye R-250.  After brief rinsing with water and drying, the stained spots were eluted
with 1% SDS, and absorbance of the dye-protein complex was measured at 600 nm.
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SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. Concentrating the protein in the crude
extracts was necessary in order to improve band intensity and resolution on SDS-PAGE gels.
Proteins were precipitated from 1.3 ml samples of extract by adding TCA (10% of volume) and
centrifuging at 16,000 gn for 30 min at 4°C. Protein pellets were washed three times with cold
acetone by centrifuging at 16,000 gn for 30 min. During the second acetone wash a sterile sealed
pipette tip was used to physically break the pellets. The pellets were broken once again before
being air-dried.  Dried protein pellets were rehydrated with 100 µl of SDS-PAGE sample buffer
and mixed quickly using a sterile sealed pipette tip. Concentrated protein samples were heated in
boiling water for 3 min and then gently vortexed for 1 h followed by centrifugation at 16,000 gn
for 30 s to precipitate the pellet. The breaking of pellets significantly improved band intensities
and resolution on SDS-PAGE (visual observation), as did the procedure of multiple resuspension
and shaking of the crude extract described above.
Equal amounts of total protein (30 µg) were separated by discontinuous SDS-PAGE and
visualized by Coomassie stain as described by Arora et al. (1992). For immunoblots, separated
protein (15 µg) from gel loadings were transferred to 0.45-µm nitrocellulose membranes as
described by Arora and Wisniewski (1994) and probed with 1:500 dilution of the antibody
directed against a synthetic peptide of the 15 amino acid consensus sequence
(EKKGIMDKIKEKLPG) that is highly conserved at the C-terminus of dehydrin protein from
several plant species (Close et al. 1993; antibody was kindly provided by Dr. Close).
Immunoreactive bands were detected by alkaline phosphatase assay using ProtoBlot Western
Blot AP Kit (Promega).
Gel imaging and optical density measurements. Gels were recorded
digitally using the Optimas image analysis system (Optimas Inc., Edmonds, Wash.).  The
immunoreactive bands were assigned with gray values by the Optimas system, and the optical
densities (O.D.) were calculated by taking the inverse log of the integrated gray values. Mean
and standard errors of optical densities were based on three separate assignments of gray
threshold values.
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RESULTS
Group 1 plants. LFT estimates among parents and F2 segregants in 1997 were
similar to those obtained in a 1996 survey (Lim et al. 1998b). Tmax values for the super cold-
hardy parent (R. catawbiense), the moderately cold-hardy parent (R. fortunei), and the F1 hybrid
‘Ceylon’ with intermediate hardiness were -52.0°C, -31.4°C, and -43.4°C, respectively (Table 1).
The 1997 screen of 51 F2 progeny resulted in a  -18°C to -48°C range in Tmax values which were
normally distributed around a mean Tmax of -32.1°C (data not shown). Subsets of progeny used
to make tissue bulks of “low”, “medium”, and “high” CH phenotypes differed significantly in
mean Tmax by at least 10°C (Table 1).
Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE profiles of total proteins and their anti-dehydrin
immunoblots for the two parents, F1 and F2 “bulks” are presented in Fig. 1A, B. Anti-dehydrin
immunoblots of parents and F1 plants revealed a group of dehydrins differing in molecular
weight and level of accumulation in the cold-acclimated state. The highest O.D. value derived
from a 25-kDa dehydrin that was present in the super-hardy R. catawbiense parent, absent in an
equal loading of protein from the moderately-hardy R. fortunei parent, and present at
intermediate levels in the F1 hybrid ‘Ceylon’, which also displayed an intermediate LFT (Fig.
1B, Table 1). Levels of the 25-kDa dehydrin in cold-acclimated leaves from R. catawbiense were
about five fold higher than in non-acclimated leaves from the same source. Both parents and the
F1 exhibited low level accumulation of an approximately 45-kDa dehydrin.  Three higher
molecular weight dehydrins (approx. 55-, 68-, and 83-kDa) appeared in total proteins from R.
fortunei but not R. catawbiense. These three dehydrins also accumulated in the F1 hybrid at
levels too low for O.D. determination but intermediate in appearance to the parental levels. None
of these dehydrins were detected when parallel samples were probed with pre-immune serum
(data not shown).
None of the bands detected by anti-dehydrin immunoblotting corresponded to major
bands on Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE protein gels from cold-acclimated parents and the F1
plant (Fig. 1A). The relatively abundant 25-kDa dehydrin on Western blots appeared as a faint
band on the corresponding protein gel. The reason for the apparent lower dehydrin intensities on
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SDS-PAGE (observed for leaf tissues) is not clear. However, other papers have reported similar
low intensities of leaf dehydrins as compared to bark or xylem dehydrins from woody plants
(Arora et al. 1996; Artlip and Wisniewski 1997). In contrast, a 30-kDa protein with no dehydrin
homology was very abundant in acclimated leaves from R. catawbiense compared to R. fortunei;
this protein was also abundant in the “high” LFT bulk from F2 progenies (Fig. 1A) and in the 3
individuals constituting this bulk (data not shown).
Among F2 seedlings, the 25-kDa dehydrin was the only protein clearly associated with
differences in CH. Comparisons of the F2 tissue bulks grouped by phenotypic class — “low”,
“medium”, and “high” LFT — indicated a 50–100% increase in the 25-kDa dehydrin level as the
CH status increased (Table 1, Fig. 1B). When individual progeny from these F2 bulks were
evaluated, most, but not all, of the offspring displayed increased dehydrin accumulation at higher
levels of LFT (Table 1, Fig. 2A).  Regression of Tmax on dehydrin O.D. values for this population
(Fig. 2B) resulted in a significant positive relationship (r2 = 0.78, df = 10, P < 0.05), an
indication that 25-kDa dehydrin levels were reasonably predictive of acclimated LFT status in
this population.
The high-molecular-weight dehydrins unique to the R. fortunei parent and present in the
F1 hybrid ‘Ceylon’ (Fig. 1B) were essentially absent among F2. This result may be due to age
factors described in more detail below. Since the physiologically mature F1 plant displayed weak
signals for these dehydrins in the cold-acclimated state, it is possible that juvenile F2 seedlings
(2–3 years-old) contained undetectable levels at comparable protein loadings.
Group 2 plants. There was a significant difference in LFT and dehydrin levels
between juvenile seedlings and mature plants of R. maximum collected from a wild population in
the cold-acclimated condition.  In two sampling years, mature plants (approx. 30 years-old) were
more cold-hardy than the juvenile seedlings (approx. 3 years-old) by an average of -9.5°C Tmax
(Table 2).  Immunoblots of leaf bulks from the 1997 collection indicated an approximate 2.4-fold
increase in levels of the 25-kDa dehydrin in mature plant leaves relative to juvenile plants (Table
2, Fig. 3B).
Two other dehydrins (29-kDa and 55-kDa) were faintly detected by immunoblots of cold-
acclimated  protein  extracts  of  R.  maximum.  These  dehydrins  accumulated at very low levels
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during the cold-acclimated state in both juvenile seedlings and mature plants and did not appear
to be associated with FT levels (complete immunoblots not shown). The homology of a R.
maximum 55-kDa dehydrin to other similar-sized dehydrins in other Rhododendron groups has
not yet been confirmed by running them on the same gel. Additionally, a 30-kDa non-dehydrin
protein strongly accumulated at high levels in the mature and more cold-hardy tissues as
compared to juvenile and less-hardy tissues (Fig. 3A).
Group 3 plants. Different aged ortets and ramets of the same cultivar also exhibited
some correspondence between Tmax values and levels of the 25-kDa dehydrin (Table 2, Fig. 4A,
B).  In all three comparisons, young ramets from ‘Hawaii’, ‘Swansdown’ and ‘Pink Parasol’ had
significantly lower LFTs than the ortets. Differences in the 25-kDa dehydrin levels paralleled
LFT differences.  The older ortets of ‘Swansdown’ and ‘Hawaii’ showed 1.4-to 2.3-fold higher
dehydrin levels relative to younger ramets propagated from them (Table 2, Fig. 4B).  However,
LFT differences in the ‘Pink Parasol’ comparison (which were the smallest among all three
cultivars) were associated with equal amounts of dehydrin. Taken as a whole, this group of
cultivars showed a significant, positive relationship between Tmax and accumulation of the 25-
kDa dehydrin (r2 = 0.81, df = 4, P < 0.05).
Five other dehydrins (ranging from 45-kDa to 97-kDa) were detected by immunoblots of
cold-acclimated protein extracts from these cultivars (complete immunoblots not shown). Two
commonly expressed dehydrins (approx. 45-kDa and approx. 83-kDa) may be homologous to
similar-sized proteins noted above in R. fortunei. Other dehydrins were cultivar specific (approx.
55-kDa in ‘Hawaii’ and ‘Pink Parasol’, approx. 78-kDa in ‘Swansdown’ and ‘Pink Parasol’, and
approx. 97-kDa in ‘Hawaii’ and ‘Swansdown’). With the exception of the 25-kDa form, these
dehydrins exhibited equally low accumulation in younger ramets and older ortets and appeared
to lack any association with LFT levels.
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DISCUSSION
Genetic interpretation of dehydrin profiles. In a previous study, two
Rhododendron species differing in CH were used as parents to generate F2 seedlings segregating
for LFT (Lim et al. 1998b). In the present report we show that the parental genotypes express
cold-acclimation-induced dehydrins and that the number and molecular weight of these proteins
varies between the species. This result is consistent with reports on other plant taxa in which
dehydrins are encoded by a variable gene family that is coordinately regulated by low
temperatures (Houde et al. 1992a; Robertson et al. 1994; Rowland et al. 1996; Choi et al. 1999).
Several dehydrins were present in only one of the two species — a 25-kDa variant found
in R. catawbiense and 55-, 68-, and 83-kDa forms observed in R. fortunei. Because the
immunoblots are detecting temperature-induced proteins, the parental differences in dehydrin
profiles (presence vs. absence of a specific molecular-weight protein) could be attributed to
regulatory genes rather than dehydrin-encoding structural genes. For example, R. catawbiense
and R. fortunei could share identical dehydrin genes under the control of regulatory genes, which
respond differently to low temperatures. At present, we favor an interpretation of the data based
on structural gene differences between the parents. Studies with cold-responsive regulatory
elements (transcriptional factors) suggest that they promote coordinate expression of a suite of
cold-regulated genes, some of which also encode dehydrin or dehydrin-like proteins (Jaglo-
Ottosen et al. 1998). There is no evidence in the literature, to date, supporting the scenario
described above — an identical dehydrin gene common to two cold-acclimating species but
differentially induced by cold in only one of them. It is likely, then, that the dehydrin profiles
observed in acclimated leaf tissue from each parent, in this study, represent the expression of the
full set of cold-regulated dehydrins. It is important to note, however, that different dehydrin
genes within the same genotype may be differentially regulated by altering the type of stimulus
such as low temperature, water-stress, ABA, etc. (Choi et al. 1999).
The limited F1 and F2 data in this study also suggest that presence versus absence (+/–) of
the 25-kDa dehydrin, and possibly some of the other higher-MW dehydrins, is due to structural
gene differences. The F1 interspecific hybrid displayed all parental bands, indicating either a
dominant or codominant inheritance of dehydrin presence. Accumulation of several dehydrins in
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the F1 (based on O.D. or visual estimates) were intermediate to parental levels, suggesting a gene
dosage effect, which could result from codominant expression of ‘presence’ and ‘absence’ alleles
at the corresponding loci. The F1 hybrid may be heterozygous for alleles that are homozygous for
the presence trait (+/+) in one parent and homozygous for dehydrin absence (–/–) in the other,
resulting in high, intermediate, and null levels of protein accumulation respectively in each
genotype. Given this model, the expectation for the F2 is three dosage phenotypes segregating in
a 1:2:1 ratio, or a 3:1 ratio for presence versus absence of a dehydrin. The 25-kDa dehydrin was
absent in 3 of 9 F2 progeny, giving a 2:1 ratio for presence versus absence; this fits reasonably
well to the 3:1 expectation (χ2 = 0.15; 0.5 < P < 0.75). However, the total sample was too small
to determine whether dehydrin accumulation formed a continuous distribution or fell within
distinct low, intermediate, and high levels in the 1:2:1 ratio as predicted. Nevertheless, at least 1
progeny had high levels of accumulation (O.D. ≅ 0.75), which in addition to the null genotypes,
suggests that both parental genotypes were recovered in the F2 generation. No information could
be gleaned from the higher MW dehydrins contributed by R. fortunei because they did not
accumulate to detectable levels in individual F2 seedlings.
In maize, allelic variation at one of two dehydrin loci has a similar presence/ absence
phenotype in some genotype comparisons. At both the dhn1 and dhn2 loci, different-sized alleles
have been observed, but some individuals lacked a dehydrin band at the dhn2 locus (Campbell et
al. 1998). In F1 and F2 progeny, the presence trait appears in a pattern consistent with dominant
expression of structural genes, although some variation due to possible dosage and maternal
influence was noted. The authors did not rule out the possibility that the absence trait at dhn2
could result from regulatory gene control.
Association of freeze-tolerance and dehydrin levels. A number of
studies have established a positive correlation between dehydrin accumulation and CH
phenotype among selected genotypes (Danyluk et al. 1994; Muthalif and Rowland 1994;
Robertson et al. 1994; Cai et al. 1995; Arora et al. 1997; Artlip et al. 1997). In cowpea, the
presence or absence of a 35-kDa dehydrin in parents and F1 hybrids accounted for 19% of the
variation in chilling tolerance at germination (Ismail et al. 1997). We postulated in an earlier
report  (Lim et al.  1998b)  that  as few as  three genes  with  additive effects  could  produce the
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normally distributed CH phenotypes observed in an F2 population derived from the R.
catawbiense x R. fortunei cross. This group of genes may include the 25-kDa dehydrin from R.
catawbiense because variation in the accumulation of protein was closely associated with
segregation for LFT. Linear regression analysis indicated that 25-kDa O.D. values accounted for
78% of the variation in LFT among parents, F1, and 9 F2 progeny. The 25-kDa dehydrin thus
appears to be a key component of LFT in rhododendrons, although its function has not been
ascertained.
CH is considered to be a physiologically complex trait under multigenic control (Hayes et
al. 1993; Stone et al. 1993; Pellet 1998), and there are undoubtedly other gene products that play
major roles in CA of rhododendrons. In this study, a 30-kDa non-dehydrin protein was visualized
at lower levels under non-acclimated conditions than under cold-acclimated conditions, was
observed at higher levels in R. catawbiense than in R. fortunei, and appeared to be one of the
most abundant proteins in the “hardiest” F2 bulk. This undetermined protein also displayed a
close quantitative association with age-dependent LFT changes in R. maximum (a closely related
species to R. catawbiense with comparable FT). We plan to look more closely at the association
of this 30-kDa protein with CH and possibly characterize it in the future.
Age effects on cold hardiness and dehydrin accumulation. Woody
perennials typically have lengthy juvenile phases that terminate upon flowering (maturation).
Between these developmental phases, plants undergo morphological changes (Hartmann et al.
1997) as well as genetic, physiological, or biochemical changes (Hackett et al. 1990); a process
known as “phase-change” or “maturation” (Brink 1962). However, to the best of our knowledge,
very little is known about the effect of phase change on adaptive traits such as CH.
In rhododendrons, there is a significant effect of physiological age on both CH and
dehydrin accumulation. In the wild population of R. maximum, juvenile plants (approx. 2–3
years-old) were less hardy than mature plants by about 9°C. Parallel differences were observed
in the relative abundance of the 25-kDa dehydrin in leaves from juvenile and mature plants.
Phase-related, differential expression of proteins (qualitative and quantitative) has been reported
for several woody species (Hand et al. 1996 and references within). The present study is the first
to  report  the  phase-dependent  accumulation  of  a  dehydrin  and its  correlation with CH.  The
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underlying mechanisms for this age-dependent effect are unknown but may involve regulatory
elements (e.g., signal transduction linked with dehydrin expression) or phase changes in nutrient
assimilation.
The data from the R. maximum population suggest that parent-offspring comparisons in
genetic studies of CH can be confounded by age-dependent factors when the offspring are in a
juvenile phase. In an earlier study (Lim et al. 1998b), we reported that the average F2 progeny
(2–3-year-old) was 12°C less freeze-tolerant than the F1 parent (approx. 30 years-old). This
difference now appears to result from developmental rather than genetic factors. For future
research and breeding efforts, further studies will be needed to determine how much LFT
increases with juvenile-mature phase change, and how well seedling CH predicts mature plant
performance.
Chronological age also appeared to have a positive effect on both CH and dehydrin
accumulation. In the comparisons of younger ramets versus older stock plants, all of the three
cultivars studied showed significantly higher LFT, and two of the three cultivars displayed
higher dehydrin levels in the older ortets. In the case of ‘Pink Parasol’, age differences in LFT
were the smallest among the three cultivar comparisons  (only 5°C vs. >20°C for the other two
cultivars), but they corresponded to similar abundances of the 25-kDa dehydrin in leaf tissues
from ramets versus ortets. It is conceivable that the differences in dehydrin level (associated with
relatively smaller differences in LFT) are marginal and could not be detected by the quantitative
method used in this study.
Dehydrins as markers for freezing-tolerance. While the chronological
age data are somewhat equivocal with respect to interpretation, it is interesting to note that a
pooled analysis of the cultivar comparisons indicated a significant association between LFT and
25-kDa dehydrin accumulations. As in the F2 population, 25-kDa dehydrin level alone is a
reasonably good predictor of CH status among a diverse group of Rhododendron genotypes. Our
data corroborate a suggestion by Houde et al. (1992b) that dehydrins could be used as both
quantitative and qualitative markers for the FT phenotype in Gramineae and extend their
applicability to woody plant systems. The 25-kDa dehydrin present in the super-hardy
R. catawbiense  may have  cryoprotectant/chaperone/ion-sequestration  properties which exceed
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the higher MW dehydrins found only in the moderately-hardy R. fortunei (which lacks the 25-
kDa dehydrin). Differential transmission and accumulation of the 25-kDa protein among
Rhododendron genotypes in the F2 significantly affected CH status, suggesting that this dehydrin
may be a genetic marker for CH. The ability of the 25-kDa dehydrin to serve as a physiological
indicator of CH was demonstrated by the parallel changes in protein levels and LFT caused by
phenological (acclimation) or developmental (age) factors.
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Table 1. Leaf freezing-tolerance (Tmax) and corresponding levels of a 25kD dehydrin in a
Rhododendron population segregating for FT
Mean Tmax Mean O.D. of 25-kDa
Group 1 plants n a (°C) ± SE b dehydrin ± SE c
Parents
R. catawbiense, P1 1 -52.0±1.3 a 0.95±0.03 a
R. fortunei, P2 1 -31.4±1.5 i 0.00±0.00 r
R. ‘Ceylon’, P1 x P2, F1 1 -43.4±3.4 cdefgh 0.63±0.04 bcd
Bulked and individual F2 progenies
F2-low group 5 -20.5±1.0 k 0.40±0.05 eghikmnq
F2-medium group 5 -32.1±0.2 i 0.57±0.04 cfg
F2-high group 5 -43.7±1.7 defg 0.76±0.04 b
L1 1 -21.3±0.5 k 0.00±0.00 r
L2 1 -22.5±0.7 jk 0.26±0.07 hikmnpq
L3 1 -22.5±0.8 jk 0.00±0.00 r
M1 1 -31.6±0.7 i 0.37±0.08 deghikmnpq
M2 1 -31.8±1.2 i 0.00±0.00 r
M3 1 -32.6±1.9 i 0.58±0.03 ce
H1 1 -39.3±1.2 h 0.32±0.02 lm
H2 1 -40.9±1.3 efgh 0.75±0.03 b
H3 1 -47.1±1.7 bd 0.45±0.01 fh
a
 n Number of plants. Three replicate discs were measured at each treatment temperature
b
 Estimated by using the Gompertz function fitted to percentage adjusted injury data; mean and
SE estimated by replicates (24 leaf discs) using the Jackknife method (Lim et al. 1998a). Mean
separation in column was determined by multiple t-test. Values having different letters are
significant at P < 0.05
c
 Using Optimas System; mean and SE estimated from three separate gray values assigned. Mean
separation in column was determined by multiple t-test. Values having different letters are
significant at P < 0.05
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Table 2. Leaf freezing-tolerance (Tmax) and corresponding levels of a 25kD dehydrin in
Rhododendron plants varying in physiological and chronological age
Mean Tmax       Mean O.D. of 25-kDa
Group 2 and 3 plants n a (°C) ± SE b dehydrin ± SE c
Physiological-aged d
R. maximum, juvenile seedlings-1996 7 -38.5±2.0 gh -----------
R. maximum, mature plants-1996 3 -50.2±0.2 abc -----------
R. maximum, juvenile seedlings-1997 5 -36.3±2.4 hi 0.31±0.02 ln
R. maximum, mature plants-1997 3 -43.5±0.9 def 0.76±0.03 b
Chronological-aged
R. ‘Hawaii’, ramets 3 -18.8±1.9 k 0.18±0.02 op
R. ‘Hawaii’, ortet 1 -41.1±1.2 efgh 0.40±0.00 jk
R. ‘Swansdown’, ramets 3 -24.7±1.1 j 0.45±0.00 fi
R. ‘Swansdown’, ortet 1 -45.7±2.0 de 0.64±0.02 bc
R. ‘Pink Parasol’, ramets 3 -40.3±1.4 fgh 0.73±0.03 bc
R. ‘Pink Parasol’, ortet 1 -45.4±1.4 d 0.73±0.03 b
a
 n Number of plants. Three replicate discs were measured at each treatment temperature
b
 Estimated by using the Gompertz function fitted to percentage adjusted injury data; mean and
SE estimated by replicates (24 leaf discs) using the Jackknife method (Lim et al. 1998a). Mean
separation in column was determined by multiple t-test. Values having different letters are
significant at P < 0.05
c
 Using Optimas System; mean and SE estimated from three separate gray values assigned. Mean
separation in column was determined by multiple t-test. Values having different letters are
significant at P < 0.05
d
 1997 plants were evaluated in late February
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Fig. 1A, B  Group 1 plants: (A) SDS-PAGE profiles of total soluble proteins from cold-
acclimated leaves (30 µg per lane). P1  R. catawbiense, P2  R. fortunei, F1  R. catawbiense  x
R. fortunei =  R. ‘Ceylon’,  F2 = R. ‘Ceylon’ selfed; L, M, and H correspond to the low,
medium, and high freeze-tolerant F2 bulks. (B) Anti-dehydrin immunoblots of parents, F1 and
bulks of F2 progenies. Protein (15 µg) was loaded in each lane. NA non-acclimated. O.D.
optical densities, Tmax quantitative measure of leaf freezing-tolerance
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Fig. 2A, B  Group 1 plants. (A) Anti-dehydrin immunoblots of nine individual F2 progenies.
Protein (15 µg) was loaded in each lane. (B) Regression analysis of LFT on dehydrin O.D. in
the population comprised of parents, F1, and nine F2 progenies. O.D. optical densities, Tmax
quantitative measure of leaf freezing-tolerance
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Fig. 3A, B  Group 2 plants: Wild populations of R. maximum. (A) SDS-PAGE profiles of total
soluble leaf proteins extracted from cold-acclimated state. Protein (30 µg) was loaded in each
lane. (B) Anti-dehydrin immunoblots of juvenile seedlings and mature plants. Protein (15 µg)
was loaded in each lane. J juvenile seedlings (approx. 2–3 years-old), M mature plants
(approx. 30 years-old), O.D. optical densities, Tmax quantitative measure of leaf freezing-
tolerance
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Fig. 4A, B  Group 3 plants: R. ‘Hawaii’, R. ‘Swansdown’ and R. ‘Pink Parasol’ cultivars. (A)
SDS-PAGE profiles of total soluble leaf proteins extracted from cold-acclimated state.
Protein (30 µg) was loaded in each lane. (B) Anti-dehydrin immunoblots of ramets (rooted-
cuttings) and ortets (stock plants). Protein (15 µg) was loaded in each lane. R ramet (approx.
4 years-old), O ortet (approx. 30–40 years-old), O.D. optical densities, Tmax quantitative
measure of leaf freezing-tolerance
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CHAPTER FIVE
PLANT AGE INFLUENCES LEAF FREEZING-TOLERANCE IN
RHODODENDRON POPULATIONS
ABSTRACT
Winter survival in woody plants is controlled by environmental and genetic factors that
affect the plant's ability to cold acclimate. Because woody perennials are long-lived and often
have a prolonged juvenile (pre-flowering) phase, it is quite possible that both chronological and
physiological age factors influence adaptive traits such as stress tolerance. This study
investigated the yearly cold hardiness (CH) changes in several Rhododendron seedling
populations and examined the relationship between leaf-freezing tolerance (LFT) and aging.
Data from F2 (n=50) and backcross (n=20) populations derived from R. catawbiense and R.
fortunei parents indicated a significant increase in LFT of ~5 to 6 °C/year as the seedlings aged
from 3-to 5-years old. A similar yearly increase was observed in comparisons of 1- and 2-year-
old F1
 
progenies  (n=12) from a R. catawbiense x R. dichroanthum cross. The feasibility of
identifying hardy phenotypes at juvenile period and research implications of age-dependent
changes in CH is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Woody perennials typically go through a juvenile period of growth in which they remain
vegetative and do not respond to flowering stimuli. This period of growth may last a few weeks
in some plants and up to several years in certain shrub and tree species. Juvenility, and the
associated phase-change to maturity, have strong influences on morphogenesis, tissue
differentiation, and plant development (Hackett 1985, Zimmerman et al. 1985).
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Although phase change has been associated with a number of morphological,
physiological, and biochemical alterations in plants (Hackett et al. 1990, Hand et al. 1996,
Zimmerman et al. 1985), little is known about its effect on stress tolerance. Based on prior
research, we postulated that age factors, possibly juvenility, were influencing cold hardiness
(CH) in Rhododendron (Lim et al. 1998b and Lim et al. 1999). We observed that the leaf
freezing-tolerance (LFT) distribution of a F2 seedling population (derived from a super-hardy x
moderately-hardy cross) was skewed towards the moderate-hardy parent, and that the mean LFT
of the F2 was lower than that of the moderate-hardy parent (Lim et al. 1998b). This unexpected
result was explained by Lim et al. (1998b) as a possible effect of physiological and/ or
chronological age on CH, because the F2 was comprised of 3-year-old seedlings while the LFTs
of parent plants were obtained from mature, 30-year-old individuals.
Although it is generally believed that juvenility influences woody plants’ CH, the notion
is largely anecdotal. For example, Pellett (1998) observed that seedlings of Phellodendron
sachalinense were easily killed by frosty weather in the Fall while mature plants suffered no
visible damage. However, a systematic investigation of the relationship between juvenility, aging
and CH has yet to be undertaken. The current study investigates these potential relationships in a
variety of Rhododendron populations over consecutive years.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material. This study involved four different Rhododendron populations of
naturally cold-acclimated plants. The current-year leaves of the same individual plants within a
population (with the exception of wild population) were screened for two to three consecutive
years between 1996 to 1998. All of the field-grown plants are maintained at the Holden
Arboretum’s Leach Research Station in Madison, OH. A natural, wild population of R. maximum
plants were collected near Cooper’s Rock State Forest, WV.
Leaf freezing-tolerance (LFT) determination. Leaf discs (1 cm diameter)
were punched from individual plants (24 discs per plant) and frozen to various treatment
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temperatures (3 discs per treatment temperature) to obtain electrolyte leakage data as described
in Lim et al. (1998a).  Ion leakage data transformations, Gompertz functions fitting and statistical
analyses were also performed as described by Lim et al. (1998a) to obtain values for Tmax — the
temperature at which the maximum rate of freezing injury occurs. In this study, Tmax is used
synonymously with LFT as indicators of CH.
F1 population. The F1 population was derived from a cross between a super cold-
hardy parent (R. catawbiense, Tmax = -52 °C) and a cold-tender parent (R. dichroanthum, Tmax = -
16 °C). A collection of acclimated leaves from 12 F1 progeny was made in December 1997 (1-
year-old seedlings) and December 1998 (2-year-old seedlings).
F2 population. The F2 population was derived from the self-pollination of
R. ‘Ceylon’ (Tmax = -43 °C). R. 'Ceylon' is the F1 hybrid cultivar derived from the cross between
a super cold-hardy parent (R. catawbiense, Tmax = -52 °C) and a moderately-hardy parent
(R. fortunei, Tmax = -32 °C). Cold acclimated leaves from 50 F2 progeny were collected and
assayed in 1996 (3-year-old seedlings), and the Tmax distribution from that year was previously
reported (Lim et al 1998b). A collection of acclimated leaves from the same progeny (4-year-old
seedlings) was made in December 1997 and Tmax values were determined for each individual.
Problems associated with low vigor of F2 plants (most likely due to inbreeding depression)
hindered LFT screening of the plants in 1998 and, thus, data for that year are not reported.
Backcross population. Leaf freezing-tolerances in reciprocal backcross (BC)
populations — R. fortunei x 'Ceylon' and 'Ceylon' x R. fortunei — were determined for three
consecutive years (1996 to 1998, 3-to 5-year-old seedlings). Collections of leaves from ten plants
in each reciprocal cross were screened. Since the difference between the variances for mean Tmax
in the reciprocal crosses was non-significant (F-test not shown), the LFT data for the two
backcrosses were pooled as a single (20 plants) BC population.
Natural population. Leaf collections from 12 wild R. maximum seedlings (~1 to 3-
yr-old) and 6 large mature plants (~30-to 40-yr-old) were made (in 1996 & 1997) and their
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individual LFTs were determined. Unlike other populations, identical plants could not be used in
this population from year to year. This population was included in this study to compare LFTs
for juvenile seedlings with that of mature plants. Data for the two years were pooled and
presented as a unit.
RESULTS
With the exception of R. dichroanthum, the Tmax values of the parents used in these
crosses have previously been reported (Lim et al. 1998b and Lim et al. 1999). Average Tmax of R.
dichroanthum is about -16 °C (Table 1).
F1 population. The average Tmax of the 12 F1 plants increased significantly from
1997 to 1998 (Table 1). Overall hardiness of individual F1 progenies increased with at least eight
of them having significant hardiness increments (Table 2), thus elevating the overall population
hardiness by ~7 °C.
F2 population. The Tmax data for 50 F2 progeny exhibited a continuous distribution
(Fig. 1). Mean Tmax for the F2 population increased (by ~6 °C) significantly from -27.5 °C in
1996 to -33.9 °C in 1997 (Table 1). The majority (46 out of 50) of progenies exhibited an
increase in Tmax from 1996 to 1997 with 31 plants having a significant hardiness increment
(Table 2). When the individual F2 progenies were arranged from tender to hardy based on their
average Tmax and plotted against yearly Tmax changes (from 1996 and 1997), a variable increment
of hardiness by individual progenies was noted (Fig. 2), regardless of the progenies being “cold-
tender” or “cold-hardy”.
Backcross population. The BC population was screened for LFT in three
consecutive years. Mean Tmax of these progenies increased consistently over the three years from
1996 to 1998 by ~4 to 5 °C (Fig. 3, Table 1). Number of progenies with significant improvement
in CH also increased from year to year (Table 2). Most individual progeny data indicated a
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yearly increase in hardiness regardless of progenies being “cold-tender” or “cold-hardy” (Fig. 4).
However, the magnitudes of CH increments were uneven from year-to-year, as evidenced by
rank correlations (Fig. 5).  Hardiness rankings based on 1997 data deviated sharply from the
1996 rankings, while there was a fairly good correspondence between 1998 and 1997 rankings.
In field observations we also noted that some progenies in the BC population had set flower buds
in 1998, an indication of phase-change.
Natural population. The juvenile seedlings of the R. maximum population were
observed to be significantly less-hardy (by ~9 °C) than the mature plants (Table 3), even though
all plants are growing within the same vicinity of each other.
DISCUSSION
Leaf freezing-tolerance increases with age. The data presented in this
study indicate that there are yearly average increases in LFT of about 5-6 °C during the juvenile
period of Rhododendron seedling growth. This trend was observed in F1, F2 and BC populations
segregating for Tmax.  In Rhododendron, these shifts in average LFT most likely reflect an
increased ability to cold acclimate.
Prior data have suggested that chronological age differences in non-juvenile
Rhododendron can influence CH, with older plants being more hardy (Lim et al. 1998b). It is
possible that the age differences observed here in juvenile material were also due to
chronological effects such as biomass accumulation and higher wood content. However, gradual
loss of juvenility as these seedlings approached maturity (∼5 years from seed in Rhododendron)
may have also played a role in increased CH. Age changes during the juvenile period are not
usually associated with distinctive changes in any one characteristic (Hackett 1985).
Further studies of these populations, particularly at the post-flowering stage, will be
required to determine whether maturity has any significant impact on average CH performance,
and the duration of LFT increases. The incremental increase in CH at the seedling stage does not
go on indefinitely, since our data show that in much older plants (20-to 40-year-old cultivated
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and naturally-occurring clones) Tmax is stabilized from year to year (Lim et al. 1998b). It is also
interesting to note that Lim et al. (1999) recently found an association between dehydrin –heat-
stable proteins that are induced in response to plant stresses– and CH in Rhododendron and the
relationship is also influenced by juvenility effects.
Identifying cold-hardy phenotypes at juvenile stage. The ability to
predict mature plant performance by ranking CH in juvenile Rhododendron populations based on
T
 max distributions would be of great value in breeding programs. However, our data indicate that,
although mean Tmax of F1, F2, BC and natural populations increase yearly, the annual increment
of CH in juvenile progenies are not always uniform. In other words, there were varying degrees
of CH increment in individual progenies from year to year; some exhibited high while others
exhibited low yearly increase in CH, irrespective of their relatively “tender” or “hardy” rankings.
It is important to note that Tmax of mature/ parental plants (R. catawbiense, R. fortunei, R.
dichroanthum, R. ‘Ceylon’ and R. maximum) did not change significantly over 2 to 3 years of
CH evaluation (Lim et al. 1998b, Lim et al. 1999).
We therefore conclude that the maximum (or ‘true’) cold acclimation potential of these
populations could not be realized until they reached reproductive maturity. It is also probable
that the relative CH rankings of progenies (within a population) determined at juvenile stage may
not hold true when maturity is attained, and that yearly CH fluctuations will stabilize once the
progenies mature. This notion is supported by a relatively less variable (and thus more uniform)
yearly increment in CH observed for the BC population as they matured. Nevertheless the LFT
method is still a valid predictor of CH within a year or particularly when the plants are fully
matured as is evidenced by the populations’ parental data.
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Table 1. Average cold acclimated leaf freezing-tolerance (Tmax) in Rhododendron parents and
populations segregating for freezing tolerance
         Average Tmax ± std. error z
N y       1996       1997       1998
Parental plant
R. dichroanthum  1        ------ -17.5 ± 1.4 a -15.7 ± 2.6 a
Populations
F1 - R. catawbiense x
R. dichroanthum 12       ------ -16.1 ± 0.6 a -22.8 ± 2.1 bc
F2 - R. ‘Ceylon’ x R. ‘Ceylon’  50 -27.5 ± 0.8 d -33.9 ± 0.9 e       ------
BC - R. ‘Ceylon’ x R. fortunei or
R. fortunei x R. ‘Ceylon’ 20 -19.0 ± 1.5 ab -22.7 ± 0.6 c -28.3 ± 0.9 d
z
 Estimated by using Gompertz function fitted to % adjusted injury data, mean & std. errors
estimated by replicates (24 leaf discs) using the Jackknife method (Lim et al., 1998a). Mean
separation in row by multiple t-test, significant at P < 0.05
y
 N = number of plants. Three replicate discs were measured at each treatment temperature
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Table 2. Significant increment in leaf freezing-tolerance (Tmax) in Rhododendron population
from year-to-year
 # plants having significant increase in Tmax
Cold-acclimated (December) populations N 96 to 97 97 to 98 96 to 98
F1 - R. catawbiensi x R. dichroanthum 12     ----   8 (66.7%)     ----
F2 - R. ‘Ceylon’ x R. ‘Ceylon’  50 31 (62%)     ----     ----
BC - R. ‘Ceylon’ x R. fortunei or
R. fortunei x R. ‘Ceylon’ 20   8 (40%) 10 (50%) 16 (80%)
Table 3. Leaf freezing-tolerance (Tmax) differences between juvenile and mature plants of natural
Rhododendron maximum populations
R. maximum (natural population) N z Mean Tmax (°C) ± std. error y
Juvenile seedlings 12 -37.6 ± 1.7 b
Mature plants   6 -46.8 ± 1.6 a
z
 N = number of plants. Three replicate discs were measured at each treatment temperature
y
 Estimated by using Gompertz function fitted to % adjusted injury data, mean & std. errors
estimated by replicates (24 leaf discs) using the Jackknife method (Lim et al., 1998a). Mean
separation in column by multiple t-test, significant at P < 0.05
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Fig. 1 Cold hardiness (Tmax) distribution of a F2 population: (A) December 1996; (B) December
1997. N = number of plants
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Fig. 2 Changes in cold hardiness (Tmax) of individual F2 progeny from December 1996 to 1997.
Individual progeny are ranked from tender (left) to hardy (right) based on the mean Tmax
(average of 1996 & 1997)
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Fig. 3 Cold hardiness (Tmax) distribution of a BC population: (A) December 1996; (B)
December 1997; (C) December 1998. N = number of plants
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Fig. 4 Changes in cold hardiness (Tmax) of individual BC progeny from December 1996 to 1997
and 1996 to 1998. Individual progeny are ranked from tender (left) to hardy (right) based on
the mean Tmax (average of 1996, 1997 & 1998)
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Fig. 5 Relationship between the cold hardiness (Tmax) of individual BC progeny in successive
years: (A) 1996 vs. 1997; (B) 1997 vs. 1998
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CHAPTER SIX
DETECTING MOLECULAR MARKERS FOR COLD
HARDINESS IN RHODODENDRON POPULATIONS BY
BULKED SEGREGANT ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
Leaf freezing-tolerance (LFT) is an important trait that should be incorporated into
breeding programs for Rhododendron. However, considerable efforts are needed to generate the
LFT data. The laboratory assays are costly, time consuming and labor intensive. Furthermore,
other factors (such as juvenility as indicated in earlier chapter 5) may influence the outcome of
the seedlings’ cold hardiness (CH) evaluation. Therefore, it would be useful to identify genetic
markers that are closely linked to the CH trait for rapid selection of suitable germplasm.
The search for quantitative trait (like CH) markers can be rather complicated. However,
the identification of these markers might be facilitated by utilizing a procedure called bulk
segregant analysis. Bulk segregant analysis allows for the rapid screening of many loci and
identification of segregating markers (Michelmore et al. 1991). The analytical basis of this
technique is the creation of bulk samples of DNA by pooling DNA from similar individuals
within a population segregating for the trait. Each of the bulk DNA samples will contain a
random sample of all the loci in the genome, with the exception of the region of the gene of
interest and any linked, flanking regions. The two phenotypic bulks can be screened for
polymorphisms using randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers. RAPD
techniques rely on the differential enzymatic amplification of small DNA fragments in
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with arbitrary oligonucleotide primers (Williams et al. 1990).
RAPD markers provide an efficient way of identifying new loci because they require only small
amounts of DNA,  involve no radioactivity,  and can be  generated in abundance.  Any difference
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in RAPD pattern between two phenotypic represents a potential linkage to the locus of interest,
assuming there are no complex linkages.
Using bulk segregant analysis and RAPD method, Penner et al. (1993) found a RAPD
marker for the crown rust resistance gene in oat while Poulsen et al. (1995) found a RAPD
marker linked to leaf rust resistance in barley. In this study, we utilized bulked segregant analysis
and RAPD analysis for screening of two bulks (low and high cold-tolerance) of Rhododendron
F2 progenies segregating for the CH trait, in an attempt to identify molecular markers linked with
LFT. A marker for CH would be of great benefit to Rhododendron breeders and researchers in
screening young plants at an early age without having to wait for a test winter in the field or for
flower buds to develop.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material. The experiment involved 15 different F2 Rhododendron progenies
derived from the self-pollination of R. ‘Ceylon’ (-43 °C). R. 'Ceylon' is the F1 hybrid cultivar
derived from the cross between a super cold-hardy parent (R. catawbiense, -52 °C) and a
moderately-hardy parent (R. fortunei, -32 °C). The LFT of these F2 progenies (3-to 4-year-old
seedlings) were estimated in December 1996 and 1997. The LFT methodology and Tmax values
(temperature causing maximum injury, used synonymously with LFT as indicators of CH) have
been previously reported (Lim et al. 1998). The F2 population as a whole segregated for CH and
10 progeny from high and low ‘tails’ of the CH distribution were selected for RAPD analysis.
Each group of 10 plants differed in mean Tmax by ~15°C. All of the field-grown plants are
maintained at the Holden Arboretum's Leach Research Station in Madison, OH.
DNA isolation. Newly emerging leaves (1.3 g) were collected from selected plants in
June 1998, ground finely in LN2 and stored in a  -80 ºC freezer until used. DNA was extracted
using the CTAB (Hexadecyltrimetryl-ammomium bromide) method according to Marquard et al.
(1997).  Extraction  buffer  [10 ml  CTAB buffer  (2% CTAB,  100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,  20 mM
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EDTA pH 8, 1.4 M NaCl) + 20 µl β-mercapthoethanol in 15-ml Corning tubes] was pre-warmed
at 65°C for 30 to 45 minutes. Warmed extraction buffer was poured into 50-ml Corning tubes
containing 1.3 g of frozen samples. Extraction buffer and samples were quickly mixed with a
sterile glass stir rod, then incubated in water bath at 65 °C for 1 h with occasional gentle
swirling. After 1 h of incubation in a water bath, samples were transferred into 50-ml Oak Ridge
tubes. An equal volume (~12 ml) of freshly made chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) mixture
was added to each sample. Samples were gently mixed by inversion and the lids were cracked to
let pressure escape 3 to 4 times. Tubes were balanced with extraction buffer and centrifuged at
6000 gn at room temperature for 12 minutes, carefully removed from centrifuge and placed on a
slant rack. The aqueous (upper) phase was removed from each tube with slant-cut pipet tips and
placed into cold 15-ml Corning tubes sitting in ice. DNA is precipitated from the sample by
adding 0.6 volumes of cold isopropanol (about 6 ml) and gently inverted. Samples were then
chilled at -20°C for 2 h with gentle inversion occasionally. After chilling, samples were balanced
with isopropanol and centrifuged at 1,400 gn for 12 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was
carefully removed and the DNA pellet was washed with DNA wash buffer (76% alcohol, 10 mM
ammonium acetate) for 2 h at 4 °C (or longer). After washing, samples were centrifuged at 1,800
gn for 12 minutes at 4 °C. The DNA wash buffer was removed and the DNA pellet was air-dried
by placing tubes in an inverted and slanted position overnight at room temperature. DNA was
resuspended in 400 µl TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 0.2 mM EDTA pH 8). To facilitate
faster resuspension of the DNA pellet, tubes containing samples were placed in a water bath at
37 °C (for 1-2 h) and gently agitated until the pellet dissolved (or left overnight at 4 °C).
DNA Quantification Protocol. DNA was quantified by running known
standards of genomic DNA along with samples. A 6 mm thick 0.8% agarose gel was prepared on
0.5X TBE buffer (45 mM Tris base, 45 mM Boric acid, 1 mM EDTA, adjusted to pH 8).
Agarose plus buffer was placed in a microwave and heated at high for 30 s, then taken out and
swirled. Heating was repeated until it boiled (twice). Agarose was cooled for 20 min before
adding ethidium bromide (5 µl of 10 mg/ml per 100 ml gel). It was quickly swirled and poured
onto a gel rig, left at room temperature for at least 1 h. Two liters of gel running buffer (0.5 X
TBE) were prepared.  Standards were prepared from a  4:1 (v/v) ratio of  DNA Mass Ladder:  6X
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loading dye (0.25% Bromophenol blue, 30% glycerol). Five or 10 µl of genomic and sample
DNA were loaded onto an agarose gel. The gel was run for 3.5 h at 140 constant volts. After
running, the gel was placed on UV illuminator and documented with Polaroid instant black and
white film. Sample concentration was estimated by comparing ethidium bromide staining
intensity of the samples with that of known standards. Low and high cold-tolerance bulks were
made by pooling equal amounts of DNA (~810 ng DNA from each progeny).
PCR reaction and RAPD primers. All reactions were performed in 0.5 ml
microcentrifuge tubes with 25 µl reaction mix (1X PCR buffer, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dNTPs,
0.2 mM Primer, 1 unit of Taq and 5 µl sample DNA [approximately 25 ng DNA]). Preliminary
experiments showed that 6.25 ng of DNA template provided the best resolution on the gels and
this amount was used as a DNA template for all reactions unless otherwise specified. For
primers, 200 high GC content 10-mer oligonucleotides (commercially available from UBC,
Canada) were used in this study. High GC primers were selected due to their relatively higher
likelihood of amplifying distinct DNA bands when used with other woody plants (Rowland LJ,
personal communication). Once reaction mixtures were put together, microfuge tubes were
loaded into a thermal cycler programmed to denature DNA at 94 °C for 1 min, anneal primers at
35 °C for 1 min and extend DNA template with dNTPs at 72 °C for 2 min. The amplification
continued for 44 cycles before cooling-down to 4 °C.
Gels were prepared essentially as in DNA quantification experiments, except for
containing 1.2% agarose. Commercially available 100 base pair standards (GibcoBRL, NY) for
PCR products were mixed in a 1:1:5 (v: v: v) ratio of base pair standard: 6X dye: H20. Entire
PCR products were loaded onto the gel. Gel running conditions and visualization of bands were
done as in DNA quantification. DNA bands between bulks were compared. The primary screen
involved all 200 primers with bulked DNA samples. Potential primers from the primary screen
were used in a second screen of DNA bulks (varying in DNA concentration). Potential markers
from the second screen were selected for a third screen of individual progeny DNA samples.
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RESULTS
Leaf freezing-tolerance. Due, presumably, to inbreeding depression and low
vigor, some progeny selected for bulking were not available and were excluded. Therefore, the
low bulk consisted of eight progenies while the high bulk was comprised of seven progenies. The
individual and bulked Tmax values are presented in Table 1. The low and high bulks differed by
mean Tmax of 14.7°C.
RAPD analysis. After the initial screen of 200 primers, 18 appeared to show
banding differences between the “low” and “high” bulks. A more stringent second screen
(different amount of DNA templates, repeated at least once) of bulked DNA samples revealed
that only 4 primers were potential markers. However after the third screen (of individual
progenies, repeated 3-4 times), only one primer showed differences between “low” and “high”
progenies. After PCR, the potential marker (UBC primer #29 — CCGGCCTTAC) amplified a
800-bp long band in more of the “low” CH progenies than “high” CH progenies tested (Fig. 1).
The 800-bp band was observed in six of the eight “low” progenies while only three of the seven
“high” progenies showed a similar band.
DISCUSSION
The great advantage in using bulked segregant analysis and RAPD primers are the
requirement for small amount of DNA (5-25 ng) and no prior need for knowledge of target
sequences. However, the main drawbacks of this methodology are the poor reliability and
reproducibility of the results (Jones et al. 1997). The experiments are subject to sensitive
experimental and reaction conditions. Due to the short length of the primers, identical primers
and reaction solution batches may work one day and may fail the following day. Therefore the
relatively simple approach of RAPD experiments may be complicated by having to do the
identical assay repeatedly before results can be confirmed. As a result, the fast and relatively
simple approach of RAPD experiments can often turn out to be costly and time consuming.
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The intention of this study was to find RAPD primers that are associated with super-
hardy phenotypes. An earlier protein study on these Rhododendron progenies revealed a 25-kDa
dehydrin that is closely associated with super CH trait (Lim et al. 1999). We had also suggested
in Lim et al. (1998) that as few as 3 genes may be controlling the CH trait among the progenies
used in this study. Therefore, the likelihood of finding some genetic markers was promising.
However, no primers were found in this study to be associated with the “high” cold-tolerance
bulk. It was somewhat surprising that we found a RAPD primer that is loosely associated with
the “low” cold-tolerance bulk. Interestingly, in the second screen the “high” bulk lacked the 800-
bp band that UBC primer #29 amplified in the “low” bulk (figure not shown), however, three of
the seven “high” bulk progenies contained this band in the third screen. Also, a majority (six out
of eight) of the “low” bulk progenies had the 800-bp band. Following are some explanations to
partially address these nebulous results.
First, the 200 primers screened may not have been enough to detect genetic differences
linked to CH genes. Theoretically, there are 1,048,576 different primers of 10 oligonucleotides
(4 nucleotides per base). Therefore, we merely screened 0.02% of all the possible primers. It is
likely, on the basis of random probability, that we did not screen enough primers to pick up the
difference between low CH and high CH bulk. Although there is on average ~15 °C difference in
LFT between the bulks, all progenies have the capacity to cold acclimate (to some degree); the
main difference between the bulks is the degree to which they acclimate (as exhibited by super-
hardy parent, R. catawbiense vs. moderate-hardy parent, R. fortunei). Hence, there may not be
great genomic differences between the loci governing super-and moderate-CH trait. Therefore, it
is not surprising that markers associated with super CH are difficult to find. Maybe a larger
number of different primers used in a primary screen would have generated better results.
Second, the bulking may have had a diluting or concentrating effect on DNA composition
of the samples to be amplified. For example, a stronger band observed in the third screen
(individual progenies) than in the second screen (bulks) can be explained by a 7–8 X dilution of
individual genomes in the second screen. On the other hand, a relatively stronger band in the
second screen than the third may also be due to contribution from other progenies having the
similar bands with, perhaps, some progenies not having the 800-bp band at all. Although the
bulking method may help in locating the loci of interest, it also provides complicated molecular
representations.  Most  successful  bulked-segregant analysis  reports  have  dealt  with  a  single
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(dominance) gene and it is more difficult to implement this methodology when dealing with
quantitative traits such CH. Therefore, it is necessary to verify each result with repeated
experiments or to alter methodology completely.
Lastly, the most probable reason for the difficulty in finding markers in this study, is the
basis on which the bulks were formed. Earlier studies (Lim et al. 1998 and Lim et al. 1999) have
shown that there is a significant increase in the CH as the plant matures and the increase is non-
uniform among progenies (Chapter 5). Since these plants are bulked based on their 3rd and 4th
year Tmax, it is likely that the current bulking was premature and it might be prudent to create the
bulks when progeny hardiness stabilizes (i.e., plants are matured).
However, in spite of the juvenility effect, what would be the function of a gene that
(when present) is associated with lower CH (as is the case with 800-bp DNA marker)? It seems
that evolutionary retainment of this gene would reduce the chances of the plant’s survival when
faced with a test winter. What would be the remuneration of the plant in doing so? There is a
possibility that this gene might not be associated with the less cold-hardy trait at all because it is
also represented in high bulk. The fact that some 800-bp band appeared in the high bulk indicates
that the linkage between 800-bp band and the gene governing degree of Tmax is not a close one. It
is probable that this gene is linked to some other trait that is inversely co-segregating with the
CH trait. It is important to note however, that the original goal of this cross (R. catawbiense x R.
fortunei) was not to improve CH but incorporate ornamental attributes into hardy background;
Rhododendron breeders have always tried to breed for yellow flowers in hardy phenotypes.
Although the literature provided no indication of what trait may be inversely related to CH in
Rhododendron, it may be hypothesized that other important ornamental traits, such as flower
color, leaf shape or size could be the likely candidate for this marker. The super CH genes are
elusive and may need more screening in order to find a suitable marker or a different molecular
approach may be needed.
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Table 1. Leaf freezing-tolerance (Tmax,°C) of Rhododendron progenies used for bulking
R. ‘Ceylon’ x R. ‘Ceylon’, F2 progenies N z Mean Tmax±s.e.y
L1 (93-22/008) 2 -21.0 ± 0.5 
L2 (93-22/033) 2 -25.6 ± 0.1 
L3 (93-22/036) 2 -23.5 ± 0.6 
L4 (93-22/040) 2 -22.3 ± 2.7
L5 (93-22/064) 2 -21.9 ± 2.1 
L6 (93-22/070) 2 -26.3 ± 0.5 
L7 (93-22/090) 2 -18.0 ± 1.6
L8 (93-22/099) 2 -23.3 ± 0.3 
F2-Low bulk 8 -22.7 ± 0.9
H1 (93-22/005) 2 -41.7 ± 2.7
H2 (93-22/023) 2 -39.3 ± 1.1 
H3 (93-22/037) 2 -41.5 ± 0.9 
H4 (93-22/076) 2 -33.7 ± 1.4
H5 (93-22/077) 2 -34.0 ± 1.0 
H6 (93-22/146) 2 -32.4 ± 1.5
H7 (93-22/157) 2 -39.5 ± 3.2
F2-High bulk 7 -37.4 ± 1.5 
mean Tmax difference between the two bulks 14.7 °C
zSimilar progeny evaluated in December of 1996 and 1997.   
yEstimated by using Gompertz function fitted to leakage data (24 discs). Mean and standard error
estimated from 2 years data for individual progenies and from all progenies for bulks
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Fig. 1. DNA profiles of individual F2 progenies after PCR amplification with primer No. 29.
Lane 9 was loaded with a 100 base pair (bp) ladder. L and H correspond to the “low” and
“high” freeze-tolerant progenies. Tmax = quantitative measure of leaf freezing-tolerance
base pairs
700-
800-
900-
L1  L2  L3 L4  L5 L6  L7  L8 std H1 H2 H3 H4  H5 H6  H7
Tmax, oC -21 -26 -24 -22   -22 -26  -18  -23          -42 -39  -42 -34  -34  -32   -40
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CHAPTER SEVEN
LEAF FREEZING-TOLERANCE OF RHODODENDRON AND
ITS RELATION TO TISSUE NUTRIENT STATUS
INTRODUCTION
Healthy plants contain predictable concentrations of essential elements. These elements
are required for normal growth and development. Plants require major elements (N, P, and K) in
greatest quantities while secondary elements (Ca, Mg, and S) are required in lesser quantities.
Micronutrients (Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, B, Mo, Cl, etc.) are required in very small amounts and can
become toxic if present in excess. Leaf analyses provide a way to monitor the nutritional status
of a particular plant. Since plants require nutrients in order to grow, develop and complete their
life cycle, any nutrient shortages can adversely affect the overall function of the plant and may
influence adaptive traits such as stress tolerance. It may be speculated that increased nutrition
increases the total soluble salts in the plant cells, which then lowers the freezing point a few
degrees and helps protect the plant during a freezing event.
Some nutrients have been known to be associated with plant cold hardiness (CH),
particularly calcium. Calcium has been shown to protect plant membranes in the event of cold
stress.  The injury caused to tissues by freeze-thaw was alleviated by extracellular calcium
(Arora and Palta 1988). Calcium chloride (CaCl2) and calcium nitrate [Ca(NO3)2] fertilizer
increased CH of 'Anjou' pear trees, and reduced the incidence of fruit disorders (Raese 1996).
Also, Durner and Gianfagna (1988) have shown that fall calcium cyanamide application
increases peach flower bud resistance to low-temperature stress. DeHayes et al. (1997) reported a
significant decline of membrane-Ca2+ of current-year red spruce needles following a severe frost
whereas this decline was much less pronounced in one-year-old needles. An earlier study
(DeHayes et al. 1990) reported that one-year-old needles were typically 8–12°C more freeze-
tolerant than the current-year needles from red spruce trees. Although there are reports on
Rhododendron  leaf  nutrient  content  (Monk et al. 1985,  Karlsson 1994),  no  studies have been
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found that correlate levels of nutrients with CH in Rhododendron.
This study investigated the relationship of the macronutrient (P, K, Ca, Mg) and
micronutrient (Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, and B) content of the leaves with seasonal changes in CH of
Rhododendron cultivars and mid-winter hardiness of Rhododendron species.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material. Rhododendron cultivars (‘Grumpy Yellow’, ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ and
‘Chionoides’) were obtained as 2-year-old rooted cuttings and maintained as described in Lim et
al 1998. Current-year leaves from three Rhododendron cultivars were collected monthly from
September 1996 until May 1997. Similarly, current-year leaves were collected from two species
(R. catawbiense and R. fortunei, both ~40-year-old), and its hybrid (R. ‘Ceylon’, ~30-year-old) in
February 1998. This group of field-grown plants is maintained at the Holden Arboretum’s Leach
Research Station in Madison, OH. LFTs of these plants have previously been reported (Lim et al.
1998a, Lim et al. 1998b).
Sample preparation. Leaves were randomly collected from plants, weighed,
placed in an oven at 70 °C and dried to a constant weight. The dried samples were manually
crushed (mortar and pestle) and passed through a 35-mesh sieve. The crushed and sieved
samples were placed back into the oven (70 °C) until use for nutrition analysis. Leaf samples
were pre-weighed (0.2–0.5g) into acid-bathed (0.1 N HCl) crucibles before being ashed in a 500
°C oven for 4 hours. After ashing, samples were dissolved in 10 ml of Nitric - perchloric acid
destruction mixture (30% of 12 N hydrochloric acid, 10% of 6 N nitric acid, 60% distilled
deionized H2O) and diluted to 25 ml with distilled deionized H2O. The acid mixture was heated
to 40 °C on a hot plate to facilitate ash dissolution. The solution was then filtered (Whatmann 42
ashless filter paper) and stored at -20 °C until nutrient determination.
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Nutrient determination. Leaf nutrient concentrations were determined on all
samples. Potassium and sodium concentrations were obtained by atomic-absorption (AA)
spectrophotometer while P, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, and boron measurement were obtained by
ICP (inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer) which detects the characteristic
wavelength of light emitted from a sample when heated to extreme temperatures within an argon
plasma. Results from the spectrophotometer readings were multiplied by 125 (the dilution factor)
to obtain mg/L (or mg/Kg) and divided by 10,000 to obtain % dry weight (only for
macronutrients).
Statistical analysis. Leaf samples from each Rhododendron cultivar were pooled
from a group of 10–15 plants at each sampling date to provide a representative sample. However,
this leaf collection method render Duncan, Dunnett or any other multiple statistical comparisons
method futile because it violates the assumption of leaf sample being independent from each
other. Therefore, LSD (least significant difference) was used to identify differences among
cultivar samples. The species and its hybrid were evaluated only once in February 1998 and
differences between them were estimated by multiple t-test.
RESULTS
Macronutrients. There were no dramatic fluctuations in the cultivars’ seasonal
cycling of macronutrients that correspond with their CH fluctuation. However, it is interesting to
note that R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ had significantly higher amounts of phosphorus and potassium but
a lower amount of calcium at the end of the season (Table 1). R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ overall had a
lower amount of magnesium than other cultivars, which was significantly lower during mid-
winter. R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ had intermediate macronutrient concentrations throughout the entire
season. R. ‘Chionoides’ on the other hand, had significantly lower potassium in mid-winter but
significantly higher magnesium in the first three sampling dates. R. ‘Chionoides’ also had
significantly higher amount of calcium in November 1996 (Table 1).
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The Rhododendron species and their hybrid exhibited rather unusual results. The hardier
parent, R. catawbiense, had significantly lower amounts of all macronutrients evaluated than the
moderately-hardy parent, R. fortunei in February 1998 (Table 2). The hybrid R. ‘Ceylon’ had
intermediate macronutrients levels. Overall, both R. fortunei and R. ‘Ceylon’ had higher amounts
of macronutrients than R. catawbiense.
Micronutrients. There was more variance in the micronutrient content of the leaves.
Overall there were higher micronutrient concentrations in the leaves of R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ and
R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ than in R. ‘Chionoides’.
Iron. The amount of iron remained essentially constant in all cultivars throughout the
season with the exception of the last sampling date of R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’. There were no
significant differences between Rhododendron species and hybrid group in February 1998.
Manganese. There were overall higher levels of manganese in R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ and
these levels were significantly higher in January and May 1997. All samples of R. ‘Chionoides’
exhibited significantly lower amounts of manganese while R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ was mostly in
intermediate range. In the Rhododendron species and hybrid group, R. fortunei was significantly
higher in manganese than R. ‘Ceylon’ and R. catawbiense. R. ‘Ceylon’ was also significantly
higher than R. catawbiense. The concentration of manganese in February 1998 is inversely
related to the CH rankings of these Rhododendron species and their hybrid.
Zinc. At the end of the season, R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ and R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ had
significantly higher concentrations of zinc than R. ‘Chionoides’. While exhibiting significantly
higher zinc levels at the beginning of the season, R. ‘Chionoides’ had generally lower levels
throughout the rest of the samplings dates with significantly lower amounts in November 1996,
March 1997 and May 1997. There were no significant differences between Rhododendron
species and the hybrid group in February 1998.
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Copper. R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ had a significantly higher amount of copper at the
beginning and the end of the sampling period. R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ and R. ‘Chionoides’
exhibited significantly lower copper concentrations in March 1997 and May 1997, respectively.
It was interesting to note that the trend of copper cycling was similar in R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ and
R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ but was reversed for R. ‘Chionoides’. There were no significant differences
between the Rhododendron species and the hybrid group in February 1998.
Boron. Generally, R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’ leaves contained more boron, with significantly
higher amounts in first 3 sampling dates, than R. ‘Chionoides’, which contained significantly
lower amounts in March and May 1997. R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ had intermediate levels of boron.
The average concentration of boron is inversely related to the CH rankings of these cultivars. In
the Rhododendron species and the hybrid group, R. fortunei and R. ‘Ceylon’ contained
significantly more boron than did R. catawbiense.
DISCUSSION
The concentrations of marconutrients found in this study were comparable with those that
were reported by Monk et al. (1985). The last sampling of leaves in the cultivars was made after
the plants had been fertilized and this was reflected, in part, by the least-hardy cultivar,
R. ‘Grumpy Yellow’, having significantly higher amount in overall nutrients. There was no
significant correlation of macronutrient level to CH within a season or to the CH rankings of
these cultivars. Other attempts to correlate frost hardiness with nutrient status were also
unsuccessful (Rothwell and Robinson 1986). It was rather surprising that the hardiest plant, R.
catawbiense had the lowest overall concentration of macronutrients.
As for the micronutrients, manganese levels in species and boron levels in cultivars were
inversely correlated with CH rankings. Manganese is involved in the oxidation-reduction process
in the photosynthetic electron transport system and plays a structural role in the chloroplast
membrane system. While the biochemical functions of boron are unknown, it may be involved in
some cellular activities such as division,  differentiation,  maturation and respiration.  Thus,  why
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are these two elements associated inversely with leaf CH of Rhododendron? Both elements are
associated with actively growing process. In mid-winter however, these processes are likely to be
in a somewhat less active or even close to dormant stage, therefore plants need not accumulate
manganese or boron to high levels.
The supply of nutrients to the plants should be balanced in order to maximize the
efficiency of the individual nutrients so that these meet the needs of the particular plant. It is
important to note that not one of the mineral elements tested here positively correlates with CH
of Rhododendron. Since no reports have been found to associate manganese and boron inversely
with CH of plants, the results in this study could be coincidental rather than factual.
Our results seem to indicate that the lower the Rhododendron leaf nutrient content, the
hardier the plant. This is the opposite of what one would hypothesize. From the plant point of
view, the low nutrient assimilation might cause some stress, which results in the overall plant
defense mechanisms being turned on and thus protecting the plant. However, it is not possible to
depict any other reasoning for the association of lower nutrient assimilation with higher cold
tolerances. Further studies of these cultivars and species, particularly at the anatomical level, will
be required to determine whether leaf nutrient content has any significant impact on average CH
performance.
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Table 2. Macronutrient concentrations (% dry weight) in leaves of R. catawbiense, R. fortunei
and R. ‘Ceylon’ in February 1998 and corresponding leaf freezing-tolerance levels (Tmax) in
January 1997
        P         K        Ca        Mg      Tmax z
Plant Ny means ± s.e. means ± s.e. means ± s.e. means ± s.e. means ± s.e.
R. catawbiense 2 0.10 ± 0.0018 a 0.18 ± 0.0004 a 0.47 ± 0.0211 a 0.13 ± 0.0004 a -51.2 ± 0.2 k
R. fortunei 2 0.13 ± 0.0008 b 0.24 ± 0.0013 b 0.74 ± 0.0051 b 0.17 ± 0.0019 b -32.4 ± 0.9 i
R. ‘Ceylon’ 2 0.12 ± 0.0015 ab 0.17 ± 0.0007 a 0.74 ± 0.0009 b 0.19 ± 0.0006 b -43.2 ± 1.3 j
Mean separation in column by multiple t-test, significant at P < 0.05
z Estimated by using Gompertz function fitted to % adjusted injury data, mean & std. errors estimated by
replicates (24 leaf discs) using the Jackknife method (Lim et al., 1998a).
y
 N = number of samples
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
A reliable and reproducible method of measuring cold hardiness (CH) in Rhododendron
was developed and reported in Chapter 2. The subsequent chapters contain the results of our
work on the physiological and genetic aspects of Rhododendron CH. A summary of the results
obtained and conclusions drawn in this thesis is presented below.
Chapter 2. We developed a reliable in vitro laboratory protocol for assessing CH in
rhododendrons based on leaf freezing-tolerance (LFT). In this method, the raw ion-leakage data
is first transformed into percent-adjusted injury by taking into account the 0% and 100% injury.
The % adjusted injury data was then fitted with asymmetric sigmoidal curves generated by a grid
search of starting parameters. The slope of the sigmoidal curves represented the rate of injury
and we selected the inflection point (equivalent to the highest rate of injury) as the quantitative
measure of CH (Tmax). The uniqueness of this study lies with the regeneration of data sets by the
Jackknife method. This method allowed the generation of multiple data sets from a single time-
point measurement, which allowed for the computation of means and standard errors that can be
statistically analyzed. The method was able to provide relative freezing tolerance information on
five Rhododendron cultivars under naturally non- acclimated and cold-acclimated conditions.
LFT values determined by this protocol based on ion-leakage tests corresponded well with visual
assessments of LFT, and correlated well with USDA hardiness zone rankings of various
Rhododendron cultivars.
Chapter 3. Utilizing our in vitro laboratory protocol for assessing CH, we were able to
screen F2 and BC Rhododendron populations segregating for the CH trait. LFT distribution in F2
and backcross populations derived from a R. catawbiense x R. fortunei cross suggested that as.
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few as three genes with strong additive effects were controlling LFT variation in these progenies
The prospect of a few major genes controlling CH makes genetic mapping and ‘tagging’ of CH
genes a feasible objective in these Rhododendron populations. Differences in mid-winter
freezing tolerance were primarily due to differences in acclimating ability among the segregants
and were independent of non-acclimated freezing tolerance.
Chapter 4. This study examined whether dehydrin expression in leaves was associated
with freezing-tolerance among F2 segregants, species, and cultivars of evergreen Rhododendron.
Experiments were also conducted to determine whether physiological and chronological aging
affects freezing-tolerance and dehydrin accumulation in Rhododendron leaf tissues.  We found
levels of a 25-kDa dehydrin were closely associated with differences in LFT among segregants
of cold-acclimated F2 populations. Levels of this dehydrin increased as LFT increased with both
chronological age and developmental phase-change of wild and cultivated plants. It was
suggested that presence or absence of the 25-kDa dehydrin could serve as a genetic marker to
distinguish between super cold-hardy and less cold-hardy rhododendron genotypes.
Chapter 5. Stemming from our results from Chapter 2, we investigated the yearly CH
changes in several Rhododendron seedling populations and examined the relationship between
LFT and aging. A yearly average increases in LFT of about 5-6 °C during the juvenile period of
Rhododendron seedling growth was observed in F1, F2 and BC populations segregating for Tmax.
This shift in CH is likely the reflection of an increased ability to cold acclimate. However, there
were varying degrees of CH increment in individual progenies from year to year. Therefore, the
maximum cold acclimation (CA) potential of these populations could not be realized or
estimated until they reached reproductive maturity.
Chapter 6. This chapter investigated the feasibility of finding DNA markers that are
closely linked to the CH trait. We utilized bulked segregant analysis (a PCR-RAPD-based
method) for a rapid screening of two bulks (low and high cold tolerance) of Rhododendron
progenies segregating for the CH trait in search of molecular markers. Although, no primers
were found to be  associated with  the high cold-tolerance bulk,  a RAPD primer  that is  loosely
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associated with the low cold-tolerance bulk was identified. A possibility that the “bulk” used in
this study might not have been appropriate for these experiments (since the ultimate CA ability
of these progenies is not known yet) is discussed. We suggest that this study should be conducted
again when progenies have reached reproductive maturity and their cold acclimated LFT has
stabilized.
Chapter 7. This chapter attempts to correlate macronutrient and micronutrient
concentrations with CH of Rhododendron cultivars and species. No significant correlation
between macronutrients concentrations and Rhododendron CH was detected. Levels of boron in
cultivars and manganese levels in species were inversely comparable to CH rankings. These
findings are likely more coincidental than factual since no other nutrient report was found to
have an inverse relationship with plant CH.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in this thesis.
1. The in vitro laboratory protocol for assessing CH in rhododendrons based on LFT is
nondestructive, reliable, repeatable and statistically sound.
2. The continuous and bell-shaped distributions of LFTs in F2 and backcross populations of
Rhododendron suggest that genetic control of CH is multigenic (as few as three genes).
3. A significant CH reduction of BC populations (in comparison to F2 populations) is indicative
of an additive gene action of the CH genes.
4. The non-acclimated LFT of Rhododendron populations is not correlated with CA ability and
is under independent genetic control from cold-acclimated LFT.
5. The presence or absence of the 25-kDa dehydrin may serve as a genetic marker to distinguish
between super cold-hardy and less cold-hardy rhododendron genotypes.
6. Studies of wild and cultivated plants indicated that LFT increased with both chronological
age and developmental phase-change  (juvenile to mature plants) and that this trend was
accompanied by increased accumulation of the 25-kDa dehydrin.
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7. There is a yearly increase in the ability to cold acclimate by Rhododendron seedlings during
the juvenile period but increments of CH varied from year to year.
8. The maximum CA ability of juvenile Rhododendron populations should stabilize once they
reached reproductive maturity.
9. A DNA marker was found to be associated with genes for moderate-cold hardiness genes in
Rhododendron but none were found to be associated with super cold-hardy genes.
10. No correlations were found between nutrient status and seasonal patterns of LFT in
Rhododendron.
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APPENDIX A
A 27-KILODALTON LEAF PROTEIN IN NON-ACCLIMATED
AND DEACCLIMATED TISSUES OF RHODODENDRON IS
RELATED TO A FAMILY OF ABA STRESS RIPENING/ WATER
DEFICIT STRESS INDUCIBLE PROTEINS
INTRODUCTION
In nature, a remarkable transition occurs in plant species adapted to cold climates. During
periods of active growth a few degrees of frost will kill most plant tissues, but in mid-winter,
non-supercooling tissues of many temperate zone woody plants can survive -30°C or lower.
Subsequently in spring, these tissues lose the acquired freezing tolerance, a process known as
deacclimation. Many physiological and biochemical studies have shown accumulation of unique
biochemical products that are strongly associated with the cold hardy state (Arora and
Wisniewski 1994, Guy 1990). Scientists are exploring the nature and roles of these products in
increasing freezing-tolerance (cold acclimation). However, there is a scarcity of reports on
physiological and/or biochemical changes associated with deacclimation process. This is an
integral part of plant cold hardiness (CH) since the spring frost can cause severe crop damages.
In this study, we present evidence of a 27-kDa Rhododendron deacclimation protein that
accumulates during the deacclimated and non-acclimated stage but disappears or does not
accumulate during cold-acclimated conditions.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant materials.  Current-year leaves were collected from three Rhododendron
cultivars (‘Chionoides’, ‘Grumpy Yellow’, and ‘Vulcan’s Flame’; ~4-year-old rooted cuttings)
during natural non-acclimated, cold-acclimated and deacclimated conditions. The maintenance
of these plants has been previously described in Lim et al. (1998a).
Protein extractions, measurement, SDS-PAGE and preparative
free-solution iso-electric-focusing.  Extractions and quantification of protein from
Rhododendron leaf tissues, and their analysis by SDS-PAGE were done according to Lim et al.
(1999). Preliminary results showed that non-acclimated plant proteins were most abundant in R.
‘Vulcan’s Flame’. Therefore R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ plant proteins were concentrated (from 120 g
of tissue) and partially purified by fractionating borate buffer-protein extracts in preparative,
free-solution IEF (iso-electric-focusing) using Rotofor (Bio-Rad) as described by Arora and
Wisniewski (1994).
Amino acid composition and protein sequencing. To determine total
amino acid composition of 27-kDa protein, 5-µL aliquots of fraction 13 (highly enriched in 27-
kDa protein) were separated by SDS-PAGE and electroblotted onto a 0.2-µm polyvinylidene
difluoride protein-sequencing membrane (Bio-Rad) as described in Arora and Wisniewski
(1994). The bands corresponding to the 27-kDa protein were excised and sent to Harvard
Microchemistry Facility for amino acids composition analysis. Protein sequencing analyses were
also performed by Harvard Microchemistry Facility using gel bands corresponding to 27-kDa
polypeptide that were excised from one dimensional SDS-PAGE profiles of Rotofor fraction
#13.
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RESULTS
Rhododendron protein variation throughout the season. Protein
extraction from Rhododendron leaves presented a real challenge and was rather difficult
technically. Although all effort was made to optimize the extraction and measurement protocols,
there were always variations in overall protein band intensity when fractionated by discontinuous
SDS-PAGE. After numerous attempts, acceptable SDS-PAGE profiles (almost equivalent lane
intensities) of Rhododendron proteins from non-acclimated, cold-acclimated and deacclimated
leaves were finally obtained (Fig. 1). The profiles exhibited a striking variation of a particular
27-kDa protein. We labeled this protein RhDA27 for Rhododendron deacclimation protein of 27-
kD, because it accumulates in deacclimated tissues. At the deacclimated stage, R. ‘Vulcan’s
Flame’ had a higher amount of RhDA27 than the other cultivars based on visual estimates.
Protein extracts from deacclimated R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’ were fractionated by free-solution IEF in
a Rotofor apparatus. SDS-PAGE profiles of fractions 3 through 20 are presented in Figure 2.
Fraction 13 was highly enriched in RhDA27, having an isoelectric point of 6.5. RhDA27 was
also found to a lesser extent in fraction 11 and 12.
Amino acid composition and partial microsequencing of
RhDA27. Amino acid analysis of RhDA27 indicated that it had a compositional bias for
Glu/Gln (13.9%), His (11.4%), Gly (11%), Ala (10%), Lys (8.3%) and Asp/Asn (8.1%) (Table
1). These six amino acids represent about 63% of the total. The amino acid analysis process used
in this study did not recover cystine and tryptophan. Hydrophilic amino acids constituted about
54 % of the total amino acids while 40% were nonpolar, aliphatic amino acids (Gly, Ala, Val,
Leu, Ile, Pro) and only 6% were aromatic amino acids (Phe and Tyr). Partial clevage of excised
RhDA27 protein produced four peptides. A search in the protein sequence database by BLAST
revealed that two proteins contain sequences similarities with all four RhDA27 peptides (Table
2). Based on these similar proteins, the order of the RhDA27 protein was established. According
to this order, one peptide segment occurs near the N-terminus of the protein while the other three
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segments are almost continuous, close to the C-terminus.  The two proteins homologous to
RhDA27 protein are part of the family of ABA stress ripening/ water deficit stress inducible
proteins (Table 3).
DISCUSSION
Abiotic stress can significantly reduce crop yields and restrict the latitudes and soils on
which commercially important species can be cultivated. Understanding how plants tolerate
freezing and desiccation may significantly impact food and ornamental products. Research has
shown that apparently diverse abiotic stresses can inflict very similar injury on plant cells at the
biochemical level (Guy 1990). This is reflected in the similarity of plant responses to different
abiotic stresses, in the fact that exposure of a plant to one stress will induce resistance to another
stress, and in the complex signaling network involved in stress-regulation of gene expression.
Plant stresses like ABA, drought, salinity and cold are often cross-induced in plant defense
mechanisms because all of them contain a dehydrative component. Therefore, it was rather
unexpected when the RhDA27 polypeptide which accumulates to high levels during
nonacclimated and deacclimated stage, showed homology with a family of ABA stress ripening/
water deficit stress inducible proteins. Accumulation of RhDA27 in non-acclimating and
deacclimating conditions instead of the cold-acclimating stage is rather perplexing. Why a plant
protein that resembles (based on limited sequences) those proteins that might be more linked
with cold acclimation, accumulates during deacclimation process?
We have earlier reported that Rhododendron CH in non-acclimating and cold-acclimating
conditions are independent of each other (Lim et al. 1998b). Since the mechanisms for CH in
mid-winter is different from non-acclimating conditions, it may be postulated that RhDA27 may
be associated closer with non-acclimated CH or to any other stress or growth developmental
process that occurs in non-acclimating and deacclimating conditions. More research is needed to
verify the functionality of the RhDA27 protein and its association with deacclimation.
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Table 1. Total amino acid composition of RhDA27
Amino Acid & Abbreviations Mol (%)
Ala A 10.0
Arg R   2.5
Asx B   8.1
Cys C   ---
Glx Z 13.9
Gly G 11.0
His H 11.4
Ile I   4.2
Leu L   6.1
Lys K   8.3
Met M   1.8
Phe F   3.4
Pro P   3.6
Ser S   3.6
Thr T   3.9
Trp W   ---
Tyr Y   2.8
Val V   5.4
Asx and Glx are used because amino acid analysis was not able to distinguish between Asp and
Asn, Glu and Gl respectively. The amino acid analysis process used in this study did not
recover cystine and tryptophan.
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Table 2. Partial amino acid sequence of RhDA27 and its comparison with two closely related
proteins
Plant Polypeptide Partial sequences Accession No.
Rhododendron RhDA27 1  HHFFHHHK 8
1  EHLGELGAVAAGAFALHEK 19
1  SQKDPEHAH 9
1  HKLEEEIAAAAAVGAGGYAFHEHHEK 26
Mesembryanthemum ABA stress 9  HHLFHHHK 16 gi|3064035
crystallinum ripening 68 EHMGELGAVAAGAFALHEK 86
protein 89 IEKDPEHAH 97
(143 bp) 99 HKIEEEIAAAARVGAGGYVFHEHHEK 124
Pinus taeda LP3-1 water 8  HHLFHHHK 15 gi|1297089
stress 51 EHLGEMGTVAAGAFALHEK 69
inducible 72 DKKDPEHAH 80
(126 bp) 82 HKIEEEVAAAAAVGAGGYVFHEHHEK 107
Consensus sequences 1    HH FHHHK
2    EH+GE+G VAAGAFALHEK
3     +KDPEHAH
4    HK+EEE+            FHEHHEK
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Table 3. Three partial amino acid sequences of Rhododendron RhDA27 when arranged with
other closely related proteins
Partial seqs. 1 EHLGELGAVAAGAFALHEK--SQKDPEHAH-HKLEEEIAAAAAVGAGGYAFHEHHEK  57
Accession No.
gi|1297089 : 51 EHLGEMGTVAAGAFALHEKHADKKDPEHAHRHKIEEEVAAAAAVGAGGYVFHEHHEK 107
pir||S53488:187 EEIGGLGAVAAGAFALHEKHKAEKDPENAHKHKIEEGIAAAAAIGAGGFAFHEHHEK 243
gi|3064035 : 68 EHMGELGAVAAGAFALHEKHKIEKDPEHAHRHKIEEEIAAAARVGAGGYVFHEHHEK 124
gi|1519370 : 73 EELGGLGTVAAGAFALHEKHASKKDPENAHRHKIEEEIAAAAAVGAGGYVFHEHHEK 129
gi|4098250 : 36 EKIGELGAVAAGAFALHEKHKAKKDPENAHKHKIEEEIAAVAAVGAGGFAFHEHHQK  92
gi|4098248 : 35 EQIGKLGTVAAGAYALHEKHEAKKDPEHAHKHKIEEEIAAAAAVGAGGFALHEHHEK  91
gi|3661618 : 36 EQIGKLGTVAAGAYALHEKHEAKKDPEHAHKHKIEEEIAAAAAVGAGGFAFHEHHEK  92
sp|Q08655  : 36 EQIGKLGTVAAGAYALHEKHEAKKDPEHAHKHKIEEEIAAAAAVGAGGFAFHEHHEK  92
gi|2773154 : 62 QHLGEAGALAAGAFALYEKHEAKKDPENAHRHKITEEIAATAAVGAGGYAFHEHHEK 118
gi|310940  :  38 EKIGELGAVAAGALALHEKHKAKKDPEHAHKHKIEEEIAAVAAVGAGGFAFHEHHQK  94
sp|P37219  :  38 EKIGELGAVAAGALALHEKHKAKKDPEHAHKHKIEEEIMAVAAVGAGGFAFHEHHQK  94
gi|2677824 :125 EHLSEPGAAAAGVFALHEKHESKKDPEHAHKHKIEEEIAAAAAVGSGGFAFHEHHEK 181
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Fig. 1. SDS-PAGE profile of soluble leaf proteins from non-acclimated, cold-acclimated and
deacclimated tissues of Rhododendron cultivars. Protein (30 µg) was loaded in each lane.
Molecular masses (kDa) of protein standards are indicated to the left. NA=non-acclimated,
CA=cold-acclimated and DA=deacclimated.
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Fig. 2. SDS-PAGE analysis of Rotofor fractions (3 – 20) containing soluble leaf proteins from
deacclimated tissues of R. ‘Vulcan’s Flame’. Fractions were obtained by free-solution IEF as
described in M&M. Ten microliters of sample was loaded in each lane. Fraction 13 was
highly enriched with 27-kDa protein (arrow). The pH of each fraction, which corresponds to
the isoelectric point of the proteins in that fraction, is indicated at the bottom. Molecular
masses (kDa) of protein standards are indicated to the left.
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